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EDITORIAL

IYC-2011 IN AFRICA: MID-YEAR REVIEW
Temechegn Engida
UNESCO-IICBA
Email: temechegn@gmail.com, t.engida@unesco.org

Chemists and their associations worldwide have been enthusiastic to celebrate the
once-in-a-life-time event: the International Year of Chemistry 2011. We all promised to
do this and that during the Year. Following this ambition-phase of the IYC-2011, we
entered the launching-phase in which the Year was launched in Paris on 27 January 2011.
Theoretically, it is assumed that all chemists will do something at one or more times
during the Year preferably through their professional societies and/or departments of
chemistry.
It is one thing to wish and plan; it is another thing to implement what was
planned. The gap between the two will tell us how ambitious/realistic we were in our
planning. It also tells us the extent of our determination to realize our intentions, in spite
of various constraints.
I therefore believed that it is necessary to review what has been done in the last
six months regarding the implementation of IYC-2011 activities in Africa. I believe such
documented work will help chemists in Africa and worldwide share experiences and plan
the IYC activities in the remaining months more thoughtfully. It should, however, be
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clear that the review is based only on easily available information, preferably obtained
through the FASC network from representatives of member societies. Absence of a
response from a member society does not necessarily mean that country/society did not
implement anything. I also searched the Internet for information on IYC activities in
African countries when I failed to get responses from those countries/societies.
The review below first highlights the activities that FASC directly participated in
the processes and then describes the reports from specific countries regarding the
activities they carried out so far and the plans they have for the remaining six months.
It is to be recalled that the Federation of African Societies of Chemistry (FASC)
in collaboration with the Chemical Society of Ethiopia played a pivotal role in getting the
IYC-2011 declaration by the UNESCO and UN General Assembly in 2008. As part of
the implementation of the Year, FASC supported some of its member societies in
implementing certain activities in the last six months. Some among these are the
following.
1. In January 2011, FASC held its 3rd Congress in Johannesburg/South Africa in
collaboration with the South African Chemical Institute (SACI). FASC’s congress
theme was Green Chemistry in Africa. It attracted a lot of FASC member societies,
SACI members and national, regional and international scientific associations such as
the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC), the American Chemical Society (ACS), the
Pan African Chemistry Network (PACN), and the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). The event was considered as the Pre-launch event of
Africa’s IYC-2011, the major launch being in Paris by UNESCO and IUPAC, in
which FASC officials were invited as VIPs.
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2. In February 2011, FASC supported the organization of the IYC-2011-Ethiopia event
in collaboration with the Chemical Society of Ethiopia (CSE). Addis Ababa
University, the Ministry of Education of Ethiopia, UNESCO-Science Sector in Paris,
UNESCO-Addis Ababa Office, UNESCO-IICBA and IUPAC were the major
sponsors of the events that took place from 18—26 February. International guests
from Canada, USA, Mexico, the Netherlands, Germany, and Taiwan offered training
workshops to Ethiopian chemists and teachers coming from all over the country on
such topics as visualization and climate change, chemical safety and security, microscale chemistry, young ambassadors of chemistry (YAC), structure-oriented
chemistry teaching, chemistry understanding and diagnostic chemistry assessment.
The national (Ethiopian) chemical educators reviewed and presented the state of
undergraduate chemistry education in Ethiopia, and the state of chemistry teacher
education in Ethiopia (past, present and future). These events were followed by
discussions on the way forward for a sustainable chemistry education in Ethiopia.
3. The above events and the IYC-2011 in general have attracted a number of African
chemical societies into FASC membership. Such countries as Botswana, Ghana,
Tanzania, Uganda, and the Gambia joined the Federation in recent months. Perhaps
more importantly, FASC has got a request to support the establishment of a new
chemical society in Rwanda where there exists none. FASC accepted the request very
enthusiastically partly because doing such tasks is one of its major objectives, and
partly because it may happen in the IYC-2011. So Africa may be celebrating the Year
with a new chemical society in the continent. To realize this objective, FASC heavily
relies on the support to be offered by its national and international partners.
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Most of the countries reviewed conducted the “Women Sharing a Chemical
Moment in Time” event that was designed to connect women together globally through
an international networking breakfast on 18 January. The ensuing pages will briefly
describe the contributions of some African countries to the IYC-2011 event. The
countries are listed in alphabetical order.
Ethiopia
In addition to conducting the IUPAC-sponsored program of the Young
Ambassadors for Chemistry (YAC) as a public show at Miazia 27 Square in Addis Ababa
on 19 February 2011, Ethiopia conducted the official launching ceremony on 21 February
with presentations by international guests and invited guests of honors. It also conducted
the 7th Green Chemistry Workshop by way of celebrating the 100th anniversary of the
award of Nobel Prize for Chemistry to Marie Curie. The 7th GC workshop was especially
arranged for female chemistry students at the Chemistry Department of the Addis Ababa
University. The final event during the week of 18-27 February was the 27th Annual
Congress of the Chemical Society of Ethiopia (CSE) that was conducted at the Addis
Ababa Institute of Technology on 25-27 February.
As part of its further contribution to the IYC-2011 the UNESCO-Addis Ababa
Office in collaboration with the Ministry of Education conducted, in March this year, a
combined demonstration and adaptation workshop at the Ethiopian Management
Institute. The workshop, demonstrated by professors from the RADMASTE Centre,
attracted more than 40 secondary school teachers, university professors, curriculum
planners and policy-makers.
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The Kotebe College of the Teacher Education (KCTE), located in Addis
Ababa/Ethiopia, also celebrated the Year on 13 June 2011 through several activities with
the aim of inspiring and awarding female chemistry students of the College. The event
attracted over 300 participants from the Addis Ababa Education Bureau, the Executive
Committee members of the CSE, lecturers, students and other invited guests from
schools. The activities included a) presentation of a research report on low-cost apparatus
from locally available materials for teaching-learning science in primary schools of
Ethiopia, b) poster presentation on the role of chemistry to society (30 poster were
presented on Chemistry’s role- to agriculture, medicine, communication, and recreation),
c) exhibition on low cost apparatus for teaching-learning chemistry, and d) poster
presentation by Biology students on the role of Chemistry to Biology. Prizes were given
on such categories as a) Academic Excellence (female students), b) Top student of the
year, c) Community service, and d) Poster presenters on the role of Chemistry to Biology.
Ethiopia still plans the following activities for the remaining six months: a) TV
quiz for high school students (a popular show on Ethiopian TV) scheduled tentatively for
October 2011, b) commemorative stamp of IYC 2011 to be discussed with the Ethiopian
Postal Authority, c) TV program on traditional distillation of "Katikala", a locally
distilled spirit, and d) poster competition among students of chemistry in October 2011.
The October events are scheduled to coincide with the meeting of the Executive
Committee of IUPAC in Addis Ababa to be hosted by the Chemical Society of Ethiopia.
Gambia
The Gambia plans to conduct the IYC- activities in the coming five to six months
focusing on a) science fair in September/October 2011, b) working with young scientists
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on career/employment opportunities that the study of Chemistry exposes them to. This
workshop is intended to cover all the six educational regions in the country.
Ghana
Ghana has so far organized IYC activities in some areas. On 24 February 2011
there was a flag raising ceremony at the secretariat of the Department of Chemistry,
Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology. There were about 700
participants from the University and about 10 senior high schools in the Ashanti region of
Ghana. Cadet corps members provided brass band music and marched with the inspection
of a guard of honor by the executives of Ghanaian Chemical Society (GCS) and the
Provost of the College of Science. There have also been several lectures at the
Universities and over 50 lectures have been planned to be held throughout the country. In
addition, on the world water day the GCS organized a press conference on the IYC 2011
and its significance. A statement on Africa water crises and poor quality of water was
made which had tremendous impact in the nation.
Some programs lined up for the second half of the Year are a) national launch of
IYC 2011 by the Vice-President of Ghana and statements by the Ministers of
Environment Science and Technology, Education and UNESCO representative in Ghana
to take place in July, b) a trainers of trainers workshop on the Global Water Experiment
in which 2000 students are expected to be taken through the experiments in September.
There will also be a workshop on Water and Sanitation, c) an International Congress on
Agricultural Productivity on 21-23 November 2011 at the Accra International Conference
Centre in Collaboration with PACN and RSC, and d) a final closing ceremony with
dinner in December. The GCS has been establishing Chemistry Clubs in several senior
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high schools in Ghana. It has also established Students’ Chemical Societies at the
universities.
Kenya
Chemists in Kenya started the process of celebrating IYC 2011 through a number
of activities that started last year in December including a) production of commemorative
T-shirts depicting the theme “Chemistry – our life, our future”, b) organization of an
undergraduate poster competition on the theme “Chemistry in everyday life”, c)
production of full colored English/Kiswahili Periodic Table of the Elements for
distribution to learning institutions across the republic, d) official launch of IYC 2011
celebrations in Kenya on 25th March 2011 by inviting stake holders from the local
industries, government institutions, institutions of higher learning and high schools. The
launch was attended by well over 170 participants. During the launch lectures were given
by different speakers.
There are also planned IYC activities in Kenya till the end of the Year including
1) lectures for high school students and teachers. Recognizing the fact that there are lots
of problems in teaching chemistry at all levels in Kenya the chemists agreed that they can
at least address this problem at high school level by organizing visits to schools and
deliver a series of lectures on topics that appear abstract or challenging. The targeted
lecture topics include: a) the mole, b) structure and bonding, c) production of industrial
chemicals, d) organic chemistry, e) electrochemistry, f) radioactivity, g) periodic table,
and h) balancing a chemical equation. The lectures will be preceded by a motivational
talk on the reason why the students should do science and in particular chemistry. It is
planned to produce 1000 monographs for each of the eight lectures. 2) Conference on the
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Role of Chemistry in Achieving Vision 2030 with the following subthemes: a) chemistry
and agriculture, b) chemistry and industry, c) water chemistry, d) chemistry and the
environment, e) chemistry and energy, f) chemistry in the hygiene and beauty products
industry, g) chemistry and health, h) chemistry and nutrition, i) materials chemistry, j)
forensic chemistry, and k) chemical education. The conference is planned for 12-14
October 2011. 3) Fund Raising Walk on 5 November 2011. It is apparent that most high
schools in Kenya do not even have basic laboratory facility to conduct practical activities.
In order to address this problem the Kenyan chemists are planning a fund raising walk to
buy basic laboratory equipment like Bunsen burner, test tubes and burettes. The
organizers intend to invite corporate sponsors, the general public, students and teachers to
participate in the walk and raise funds.
Nigeria
In Nigeria activities marking the IYC 2011 were organized under the auspices of
the Chemical Society of Nigeria (CSN) and the Institute of Chartered Chemists of
Nigeria (ICCON), in collaboration with the Federal Ministry of Science and Technology.
The first phase of activities took place on 18 May 2011. Activities of the day included 1)
a seminar and roundtable discussion held at the auditorium of the Raw Materials
Research and Development Council (RMRDC). This part included a number of
presentations on topics like a) Chemistry: the key to Nigeria’s prosperity, b) Chemistry
and Nigeria’s prosperity: Government policy position, c) petroleum industry and the local
content, d) manufacturing, e) natural products utilization, and f) raw materials sourcing.
2) Exhibition/fair of projects in which an exhibition/fair of projects executed by
undergraduates and senior secondary school students on the theme “Celebrating
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Chemistry” was on display at the event. The projects were assessed by a team of judges
and prizes awarded accordingly. 3) Luncheon to celebrate women who have excelled in
Chemistry in Nigeria in which a talk was made on the topic “The legacy of Marie Curie
and the challenge to Nigerian Female Chemists”. At the luncheon, two female chemists,
one in academia and one in industry were recognized for their contributions to chemistry.
In addition, the Department of Chemistry, University of Uyo, Akwa Ibom State in
Nigeria celebrated the IYC-2011 from 21 to 25 March 2011 through the following
activities: 1) schools outreach activities in which the staff and students of the Department
visited 15 public primary and post primary schools across the state creating awareness on
IYC 2011. Special demonstration experiments were carried out to increase the students’
interest in chemistry as well as talks on chemistry career opportunities. 2) The students
of the Department had a carnival flute around the major streets of Uyo City. Fliers and
Poster were distributed to members of the public to create awareness of the celebration of
chemistry and its contributions to the well being of humanity. 3) The official celebration
and exhibition took place on 24 March 2011 at Elf Lecture Theater, Main Campus of
University of Uyo. The event was attended by the Vice Chancellor of the University of
Uyo, the Registrar, the President of Chemical Society of Nigeria, a representative of the
Governor of Akwa Ibom State, invited dignitaries, five public post primary schools and
five chemical industries. The celebration featured chemistry presentations by students
from invited schools and students of the university, goodwill messages, and recognition
of a chemistry educator with a Chemistry Gold Excellence Award for his contributions to
Chemistry Education in the state. 4) A Public Lecture on the role of chemistry in national
development. 5) Presentation of awards whose aims are a) to celebrate the 100th
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anniversary of the award of the Nobel Prize in chemistry to Mme Maria Sklodowska
Curie, which provides an opportunity to recognize the contributions of women to the
chemical sciences within the community, b) to encourage young girls to pursue careers in
chemistry, and c) to recognize outstanding graduates from the Department of Chemistry.
The activities were well attended by members of the public and stake holders.
The Chemical Society of Nigeria (CSN) also plans to hold the 34th Annual
International Conference of CSN at University of Ilorin, in the ancient city of Ilorin,
Nigeria, on 19-23 September 2011. The theme of the conference is Chemistry and the
Millennium Development Goals.
South Africa
South Africa was the host the 3rd Congress of FASC in January 2011 together
with the 40th SACI Convention with the theme “Chemistry–the key to Africa’s future”.
More specifically, it a) designed and produced an IYC banner for display at conferences,
meetings, exhibitions, etc., b) produced career brochure publicizing IYC at Science Fairs
in March and May, c) publicized IYC in the first edition in 2011 of Quest Magazine, a
magazine for schools and universities. The papers covered the periodic table, FischerTropsch Process for generating synthetic fuels, history of the chemical industry in South
Africa, Green Chemistry, the global water experiment, and natural products, d) organized
a talk to South African Association of Food Science and Technology on the IYC on the
26 January with the theme “International Year of Chemistry–What Are We Doing in
South Africa”, e) launched the global water experiment for schools in Cape Town on
Natural Water Day on 20 March, and Science Centre in Johannesburg on 19 April, and f)
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hosted the 11th International Conference on Frontiers of Polymers and Advanced
Materials 22-27 May 2011 in Pretoria.
South Africa plans to hold the following activities in the second half of the Year:
a) launching the National Science Week on 30 July in Durban, b) Sasol Techno X in
Sasolburg on the 16-19 August, c) SciFest on 21-23 September at venue to be announced,
d) Second Annual South African Young Chemists’ Conference on 26-27 September with
the theme “Changing Lives Through Chemistry” in Pretoria, e) CATSA – Catalysis
Society of South Africa event, and f) a closing event towards the end of October
facilitated by SACI with a talk on chemistry in Astronomy targeted at schools and
universities.
Tanzania
To celebrate IYC-2011 the Tanzanian Chemical Society (TCS) plans to hold the
Second TCS International Conference 5-7 October in Dar Es Salam. The conference will
be held together with the East and Southern Africa Environmental Chemistry Conference
and the Ninth Theoretical Chemistry Workshop in Africa. Other than the scientific
activities TCS has organized various social activities including visits to touristic
destinations.
Tunisia
The Tunis Science City and the Chemical Society of Tunisia (CST) celebrated
together the IYC-2011 on 6 May 2011 through elaborating a program of activities
entirely dedicated to this special occasion. This program included lectures and two
exhibitions. The first exhibition was dedicated to books of chemistry published by the
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University Publication Center (UPC), and the second one highlighted the activities of the
Chemical Society of Tunisia.
Finally, FASC believes that the publication of the African Journal of Chemical
Education (AJCE) in 2011 is a contribution to the IYC events in Africa. So in addition to
the first issue of AJCE published on January 2011, we brought to you this second issue
with contributions from African countries and other parts of the world. While Igaro,
Adjivon, and Oyelakin from the Gambia present their research work on adapting the
study of chemistry in senior secondary schools in The Gambia to cost-reducing strategies,
Temechegn from Ethiopia deals with his survey study on chemical safety in laboratories
of African universities. Fahmy and Said from Egypt talk about the application of their
SATL (systemic approach to teaching and learning) to Water Chemistry whereas Nazir
and Naqvi from Pakistan show us the application of the same SATL to Physical
Chemistry. The work of Petruševski and Stojanovska from the Republic of Macedonia
revisit the aluminum and bromine reaction with particular focus on the hazard during
waste disposal. Finally, Mulugeta, Gelana, Abdelila and Tesfahun from Ethiopia attempt
to reconcile gravity and quantum from Physics with a search for a unified theory. We
presented their attempt and the corresponding implications to chemical education as a
food-for-your-thought.
I thank all the contributors to this review from FASC members particularly Sileshi
Yitbarek, Yonas Chebude, Ahmed Mustefa, Kenneth Igharo, Samuel Osafo Acquaah,
Shem Wandiga, Solomon Derese, Y. N. Lohdip, Neil Coville and Mike Booth.
Dear readers, do you think the above contributions to IYC-2011 from Africa that
consist of 54 countries are too little or OK? What do you recommend us?
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ADAPTING THE STUDY OF CHEMISTRY IN SENIOR
SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN THE GAMBIA TO COST-REDUCING
STRATEGIES
Kenneth Igaro1, Anthony Adjivon 2, and Oladele Oyelakin3*
1
School of Education, University of The Gambia, Serekunda, The Gambia
Email: kennetok@yahoo.com
2,3
Division of Physical & Natural Sciences, School of Arts & Sciences, University of The
Gambia, Serekunda, The Gambia
*Email: ooyelakin@utg.edu.gm
ABSTRACT
In an attempt to elaborate the concept of cost reduction, the researchers tried to
explain why the judicious application of expendables and the need to miniaturize
experimental models should be introduced in schools, embellishing and drawing
examples from relevant literature materials. The researchers further explored, through a
survey, the perception of Gambian based teachers on the extent to which their experience
and qualification had influenced their judicious use of expendables. And, through an
experimental study, the researchers compared the learning outcome derived from student
learners who were taught chemistry by the conventional macro model on the one hand
with their equivalent counterparts taught the same chemistry concepts by the micro model
on the other hand. In the survey design; three research questions were answered and
three hypotheses tested while in the experimental design two research questions were
answered and one hypothesis tested. By means of multi-stage random sampling
techniques, samples of 100 chemistry teachers and 200 senior chemistry students were
used for the study. A questionnaire validated and reliably determined with a composition
of 27 items was administered to the chemistry teachers, while a standardized test of ten
items was also administered to two equivalent groups of 100 chemistry students each
taught by the macro and micro models, respectively. At the level of 0.05 probability,
qualification and experience, acting independent of each other, were significant factors in
adjudging the extent to which chemistry teachers had applied expendables judiciously. At
the same level of probability, no significant difference existed between the learning
outcomes obtained in the use of the two models, even though the chemistry students
taught chemistry by the micro model had a slight edge over their macro model
counterparts. Finally, relevant recommendations were made. [AJCE, 1(2), July 2011]
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INTRODUCTION
The practical orientation of chemistry teaching involves a high consumption of
expendables and a considerable amount of glassware casualty.

Indeed, a large school

consumes a considerable quantity of materials. According to Scott (1992), 6kg of copper
II tetraoxosulphate (VI) and 5kg of sodium trioxosulphate (II) are utilized per annum.
Such consumption pattern imposes a considerable financial burden on the school
concerned especially for schools in sub-Saharan Africa of which The Gambia is one.
There have been economic pressures on the secondary school system of The
Gambia: pressures arising from inadequacy in the provision of basic support services and
facilities such as electricity, water, telecommunications, etc. There have been pressures
arising from the devaluation of the dalasi (the currency in The Gambia, 1USD = D29.50),
high cost of textbooks and reference materials, high cost of building construction and
maintenance, low purchasing power of parents and students. The scan of approved
budgets shows a steady increase during the last five years. This cannot be considered as
increased funding if the purchasing power of the dalasi is introduced into the equation. If
adjustments were made to reflect current exchange rates, a picture that emerges is one of
drastically reduced funding (1).

If this is the case, good laboratory management

techniques and practices should be prudent to the extent that they are cost reducing.
The concept of cost-reduction cannot be tagged to a definite reference point.
According to Mogbo (2) it is a multi-dimensional concept in reagent/apparatus
economics which includes improvisation, role-simulation, conscious application of
locally available materials, ability to economize the quantity of reagents used in
experiments, of recycling procedures, control over potential glassware casualty, ability to
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minimize the contamination of reagents, repairs and maintenance of equipment, extent at
which valuable experimental products are made and stored ready for the market and the
ability to use small-scale experiments.
There are many reasons why cost-reducing strategies should be introduced.
Cessac (3), Calbraith (4) and Lorch and Lawrence (5) suggested that since the grant-inaid to schools was not enough, other resources of funds or productivity should be
explored and tapped fully by school heads who have the responsibility of ensuring that
their schools survive and achieve their goals, times and constraints notwithstanding.
Mani (6), Chukwuemeka (7) and Mojekwu (8), while contending that it was too
expensive to purchase materials and equipment to go round the students, called on
relevant organs to endeavor to provide alternative sources for the teaching of the science
curriculum.
Practitioners have indeed, at one time or the other, applied sufficient ingenuity to
take care of the expensive nature of science teaching. Carrol and Steward (9), in an
attempt to arrest the continuous rise in the cost of equipment and chemicals, established a
chemistry kit based on the pegboard method. Students preferred this device to the
conventional apparatus. More importantly, this model had certainly reduced the huge
financial involvement associated with carrying out these experiments at the conventional
macro scale. Farmer (10) in explaining many scientific phenomena based on liquids, air,
other gases, mist/fog, extractions etc merely scaled down his experimental model to a
mere disposable syringe fetched at no cost at all. Wilson (11) introduced a technique
whereby the volume size or mass size of chemicals is scaled down, thus ensuring, in the
long run, that the quantity of materials employed by a student for a macro-experiment is
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equivalent to the amount employed by at least ten students for micro-experiment. What
is more, the quality of the two experimental results remains the same. Thus small-scale
experiments, whereby the adaptive and committed teacher miniaturizes the size, mass and
volume of experimental quantities (9-11), such as model and reacting substances, without
affecting the experimental procedures and results, when compared with the macrocounterpart and without jeopardizing the overall learning outcome, become salutary.
Apart from scaling down the experimental quantities, it is also necessary that
expendables be applied judiciously and economically.

This practically-oriented

contrivance borne out of good initiative, resourcefulness and training ensures that the
chemistry/science teacher should deliberately embark on the economic use of chemicals
and other associated consumables such as gas, indicators, water and splints, and thus
ensure that through prudent laboratory management technique, the overall learning
outcome derivable from such controls is not jeopardized. Evidence abounds. Gupta,
Pander and Ameta (12) illustrated how the highly expensive copper turnings, which
under normal circumstances constitute a terrible waste during the preliminary test for
trioxonitrate (V) ion, could be replaced with filter paper cuttings. As for the filter papers,
they are inexpensive and play out their natural role expectation, a waste. Herrickson and
Robinson (13) introduced a gravimetric determination substitute for the very expensive
silver salt. Adeniyi (14) appeared to have found an inexpensive method of preparing
concentrated common salt, Epson salt, alum and local gin.
Adeniyi (14) was also able to provide an answer to tin (II) chloride which often
constituted itself into a colossal waste by its self-induced contamination either on long
standing, poor storage or the inevitability of an action. He therefore explained how it
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could be prepared fresh from common tin when needed. Otuka (15) dwelt extensively on
the need for prudent laboratory management technique based on the ordering, stocking,
storage and safety of equipment.
This study therefore explored the perception of chemistry teachers in The Gambia
on the extent to which their experience and qualification have influenced their judicious
use of expendables. Furthermore, it compared the learning outcome derived from student
learners who are taught chemistry by means of the conventional macro-models on the one
hand to their counterparts by the economy small-scale or micro-models on the other.
THE PROBLEM
This study explored two problems in The Gambian context:
1. It intended to find out whether chemistry teachers have been able to apply caution in
the use of expendables especially in these days of economic recession when,
according to Ogunniyi (16) and Mbaekwe (17), good chemistry teaching is severely
threatened by lack of fund, large class size, careless attitude to laboratory materials by
chemistry students and apathetic disposition to chemistry by secondary school
administrators, many of who did not undergo adequate formal education in science
2. It also intended to compare the overall learning outcome of students taught chemistry,
using the economy micro-models with their counterparts taught the same concepts
using the conventional macro models.
In order to tackle the above problems, two sets of basic questions and hypotheses
were formulated and tested. The first deals with the judicious use of expendables as a
cost-reducing strategy in the study of science/chemistry. The following research
questions and null hypotheses formed the basis of this first part of the study.
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Q1. To what extent have chemistry teachers applied expendables judiciously?
Q2. How far has qualification influenced chemistry teachers in their judicious application
of expendables?
Q3. To what extent has experience of chemistry teachers affected their ability to employ
expendables judiciously?
Ho1. Qualification of chemistry teachers is not a significant factor in adjudging the extent
they apply expendables judiciously as determined by their mean ratings.
Ho2. There is no significant difference between experienced and inexperienced teachers
in their cautious use of expendables as determined by their mean ratings.
Ho3 . There is no interactive effect between experience and qualification.
The second set of basic questions and null hypotheses dealt with the small-scale
experiments as a cost-reducing strategy in the study of chemistry. Accordingly, the
following two research questions and one null hypothesis were tested:
Q4. To what extent have chemistry students improved their overall learning outcome
through the use of conventional macro-models?
Q5. To what extent have chemistry students improved their overall learning outcome
through the use of economy small-scale models?
Ho4. There is no significant difference between the performance of students taught
chemistry by means of the conventional macro models and their counterparts taught
the same concept by means of the economy small-scale models as determined by their
mean ratings.
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METHODOLOGY
In line with the problem and the research questions/hypotheses, two separate
research designs were employed, namely, survey and experimental study.
Survey Study
The survey study involved chemistry teachers in The Gambia on their ability to
apply expendables judiciously.

Specifically the study sought out the effects of

experience and qualification on chemistry teachers’ ability to apply expendables
judiciously. 200 chemistry teachers were selected on the basis of multi-stage random
sampling techniques from 50 secondary schools in all the six educational regions in The
Gambia. This sample was further stratified into qualification and experience using table
of random numbers into 30 highly qualified, 35 moderately qualified and 35 lowly
qualified teachers and 25 highly experienced, 35 moderately experienced and 40 lowly
experienced teachers.
Only the questionnaire was employed for data collection. The chemistry teachers
were expected to respond to two types of questionnaire based on supply type/data blank
and select type/checklist. The questionnaire for the latter was based on a four-point
Likert-scale, namely: 4 = Optimal use of expendables judiciously, 3 = Moderate use of
expendables judiciously, 2 = Sparse use of expendables judiciously, and 1 = No-use of
expendables judiciously (for the instrument, see Appendix 1).
In order to ensure the face validity of the questionnaire, draft copies were sent out
to four experts: one in curriculum studies, one in the sciences, one in chemistry
education, and one in measurement and evaluation. The reliability of the instrument was
determined using the Cronbach-Alpha method.
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Data involving all three research questions were answered using means and
standard deviations. Data involving the three hypotheses Ho1 and Ho2 and Ho3 were
tested at P≤0.05 level of significance using ANOVA. Experience was categorized into
three using the following scale: 0 – 5 years = low experience, 6 – 15 years = average
experience, and above 15 years = high experience. Qualification was classified into three
using the following academic milestones that are common in The Gambia, namely
Higher Teacher’s Certificate (HTC), Ordinary National Diploma (OND), Nigeria
certificate in Education (NCE), and Higher National Diploma (HND): HTC/OND/NCE
= low qualification, first degree chemistry or HND science = average qualification and
higher degree in science = high qualification. The extent to which expendables are used
judiciously was classified as follows: Above 3.50 = judicious use of expendables
optimally, 2.50 to 3.50 = judicious use of expendables moderately, 1.50 to 2.49 =
judicious use of expendables sparingly and below 1.50 = non-use of expendables.
Experimental Study
The experimental design was employed in executing the second part of the study,
that is, comparing the learning outcome derived from students who were taught chemistry
by the conventional macro model with their equivalent counterparts taught the same
chemistry concepts by the micro model. It involved 10th, 11th and 12th grade secondary
school chemistry students from all the six educational regions of The Gambia.
Specifically the study attempted to find out the impact of teaching strategy-based model
(conventional macro-model versus economy micro-scale) on the overall learning
outcome of chemistry students. The sample was composed of 200, 10th, 11th and 12th
grade senior chemistry students that were selected on the basis of multi-stage random
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sampling technique from senior secondary schools within the six educational regions in
The Gambia. Of this number of students, based on production of two similar/equivalent
groups, 100 students were taught chemistry using the conventional macro-models while
the other half of the students were taught the same concepts using the economy micromodels.

The two groups were made similar by means of earlier tests in practical

volumetric analysis and practical qualitative analysis. Consequent on their performances
in these two tests, an attempt was made to match all the two hundred students into two
groups. Finally, the odd and even number method was used in order to put the matched
groups into two compartments. One compartment, the control group, was made up of
students who were taught some named chemical concepts using the conventional macromodel while the other group, the experimental group, was made up of similar or
equivalent students who were taught the same chemical concepts using the economy
micro-model. The means of each of the two groups in qualitative and quantitative
analysis were calculated in each case. The two mean scores were close to 59.10 and 58.99
for macro- and micro- models respectively on qualitative analysis. On quantitative
analysis, the means were 59.12 and 59.11, respectively.
Ten test items were developed and standardized by the researchers and used in
collecting the pertinent data.

For standardization, 25 senior secondary schools were

selected from the Greater Banjul Area for a trial run. A table of specification defines the
scope and emphasis of the test and relates the objectives of the test to its content. The
try-out tests were given to a sample of 10 students drawn from each of the randomly
selected schools. After scoring, additional comments from two experts on measurement
and evaluation and two experts from chemistry pertaining to the timing and clarity of
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instructions were sought and noted by the researchers. This enabled the researchers to
replace the poor distracters. On administering the test to the 10 students, an item analysis
was made to remove more of the poor items. Their item difficulty indices and their
discrimination indices were obtained for ten test items.
Based on the test-retest method and allowing for an interval of two weeks
between test and retest, the correlation coefficient was calculated to be 0.79 using
Pearson. The dichotomous scoring of items based on right and wrong answers were
considered through the Kinder-Richardsons’s formula 21, which gave 0.81, in which poor
performance = 0% - 39%, average performance = 40% – 59%, and good performance =
60% - and above. Research questions Q4 and Q5 were answered using means and
standard deviations. The null hypothesis Ho4 was tested using t-test analysis.
Out of a total of four chemistry education majors that were trained for five days
at the University of The Gambia, two of them were assigned to teach the controlled
group. The other two taught the experimental group. Both groups were subjected to the
same topics and constrained to the same time spectrum.

The topics consist of i)

preparation, properties and reactions of hydrogen sulphide, ii) acid-base titration, iii)
identification of common cations, iv) identification of common anions, and v)
preparation, physical properties and reactions of ethanol.
The approaches utilized in teaching the concepts listed above can be found in
Appendix 2. In other words, Appendix 2 provides the conventional macro-approach
versus economy small-scale approach in teaching the same topics to two similar or
equivalent groups of students. It also provides the relative cost and advantage of each
approach as applied in the context of The Gambian schools.
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RESULTS
The data collected through the various instruments and analyzed using the
methods of analysis described above were presented in the ensuing pages.
Table I. Influence of qualification on the extent to which chemistry teachers have applied
expendables judiciously.
Nature of Qualification
Mean
Std. Deviation
N
Scores
Highly Qualified

3.14

0.64

30

Averagely Qualified

2.94

0.80

35

Lowly Qualified

2.56

0.73

35

The results in Table I clearly show that qualification of the teachers has a measure
of influence on the judicious use of expendables during the practical class sections. The
highly qualified chemistry teachers had the highest mean score with the lowest standard
deviation.
Table II. Influence of experience on the extent to which chemistry teachers have applied
expendables judiciously
Nature of Experience
Mean
Std. Deviation
N
Score
Highly Experienced

3.33

0.31

25

Averagely Experience

2.20

0.60

35

Lowly Experienced

1.99

0.74

40

The most experienced chemistry teachers made the most judicious use of
chemical expendables as evidenced by their highest mean score out of the three
categories reflected by the above results in Table II.
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Table III. ANOVA table for qualification of chemistry teachers and the extent to which they applied
expendables judiciously
Source
of Df
Sum
of Mean
Fcal
F table
Variation
Squares
Squares
Explained

2

38.4

19.20

Residual

98

294.2

3.00

Total

100

332.6

6.00

3.15

Significant at 0.05 alpha level

Since the analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that the observed or calculated F
value is higher than the critical F value, the test statistics is in the critical region, and we
reject the null hypothesis of no significant factor. Therefore, the chemistry teacher’s
qualification is quite of a positive significance in adjudging the extent to which
expendable have been applied judiciously.
Table IV. ANOVA table for experience of chemistry teachers and the extent to which they applied
expendable judiciously
Sum of Squares
Mean Squares
Fcal
F table
Sources
of Df
Variation
Explained

2

36.80

18.40

Residual

98

288.60

2.94

Total

100

325.40

6.23

3.15

Signification at 0.05 alpha level

Since the observed or calculated F value is higher than the critical table F value,
the test statistics is in the critical region, and we reject the null hypothesis of no
significant factor. In other words the chemistry teacher’s experience is quite of a positive
significance, in adjudging the extent to which expendable have been applied judiciously.
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Table V. ANOVA of mean scores of interactions between qualification and experience in adjudging the
extent to which expendables have been applied judiciously
Source of Variation
Sum of
Df
Mean
Fcal
F table
Decision
Square
Squares
Main Effects
32.470
2
16.235
0.773
3.150
NS
Qualification
380.76
2
190.38
9.060
3.150
S
Experience
256.50
2
1228.25
6.13
3.150
S
2-way interactions
Qualification/Experience

1228.70

1

128.70

6.125

Explained

1653.50

5

330.70

15.738

Residual
Total

1996.20
3649.70

95
100

21.013
36.797

4.000

S

S= Significant at P<0.05 and N.S=not Significant at P<0.05
Table VI. Mean scores of chemistry students taught chemistry concepts through the macro and micro
models.
N
Mean Score
S.D
group
50

0.52

2.75

Macro model

50

0.54

2.41

Micro model

Since both mean scores are very close, also the respective standard deviation, this
indicates that there is no significant difference between the performance of students
taught chemistry by means of the conventional macro models and their counterparts
taught the same concept by means of the (economy small-scale) micro model.
Table VII. t-test in the mean scores of two groups of students taught separately by the micro and macro
models
Group
N
Mean Score
SD
tcal
T table
Macro model

50

0.52

2.75

Micro model

50

0.54

2.41

0.0385

1.980

Not significant at 0.5 probability level.

The t statistics or t calculated does not fall into the critical region, rather it is
lower than the t table or t critical, therefore the hypothesis was accepted, that no
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significant difference exists in the mean achievement scores of two groups of students
taught separately by the micro and macro models.
Based on the data in the above tables and the corresponding interpretations, we
can summarize the main findings as follows:
I. Highly Qualified teachers and their averagely and lowly qualified counter parts
employed the judicious use of expendables moderately. The highly qualified
teachers employed them more judiciously than the others while the lowly
qualified teachers brought up the rear employing them least judiciously.
II. While highly experienced teachers employed judicious use of expendables
moderately, the averagely experienced teachers and their lowly experienced
counterparts judiciously employed them sparingly, with the averagely
experienced employing them better.
III. Qualification of chemistry teachers was significant at 0.05 level of probability in
adjudging the extent to which the Chemistry teachers had applied expendables
judiciously.
IV. Experience of chemistry teachers was significant at 0.05 level of probability in
adjudging the extent to which the Chemistry teachers had applied expendables
judiciously.
V. Both groups of students who were taught prescribed chemistry concepts by macro
and micro models performed averagely with the latter having a slight edge over
the former.
VI. At 0.05 level of probability, no significant difference existed between the learning
outcomes in the use of the two models.
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DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The findings on ‘experience’ are hardly surprising. Human resource conditions
have to be adequately provided if meaningful judicious uses of expendables are to be
embarked upon. It is hardly expedient to expect a lowly experienced chemistry teacher to
inculcate, let alone, internalize these strategies. Therefore in terms of experience, highly
experienced chemistry teachers are likely to provide the most needed cutting edge to
judicious use of expendables. These observations are in agreement with Mogbo and
Jonsyn-Ellis (18).
In the case of qualification, its relevance to judicious use of expendables cannot
therefore be overemphasized. Thus, from the findings, a highly qualified chemistry
teacher would appear to have employed expendables more judiciously than the
moderately and lowly qualified chemistry teacher. Again, the quality and extent of good
chemistry teacher will always depend on the extent the teacher is helped to improve
his/her skills, knowledge and competence along innovative line based essentially on
modern teaching techniques. This observation conforms to Mogbo (19) who posited that
qualification was a significant factor in the judicious use of expendables. Implicit in and
derivable from this is the fact that chemistry teachers could enrich their judicious use of
expendables by acquiring the necessary experience. Furthermore, the more chemistry
teachers take advantage of the essence of higher qualification, the more they are likely to
acquire greater skills, competencies and proficiencies in the application of expendables
judiciously.
Generally, low judicious use was made of expendables on the use of improvised
materials, small scale experiments, encouraging the utilization of low concentration of
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reagents, use of group experiments, and on issues that touch on the avoidance of
contamination. Cautious application to expendables demands a lot of planning, coordination, persuasion and evaluation. It demands time, expertise, dedication and
patience. It has a lot to do with management of scarce resources. Laboratories may
never anticipate a revisiting of economic buoyancy when the principal of a school was
allotted a huge sum of money as budget for chemistry. Those were the days when
indistinct labels to reagent bottles were ignored without a fight to re-identify them and
whole contents of Winchester bottles poured down the drain without batting an eye-lid. In
the words of Mogbo (19), the teacher must be able to commit his/her professional,
creative, technical and ingenious talents if expendables have to be judiciously applied.
An attempt should be made at ensuring that the minimum amount of expendables
required for sustaining the analytical need of each pupil be ordered and employed. While
placing an order an attempt should equally be made at combining minimally all the
cations and anions within a salt marked for investigation while playing down on
unnecessary duplication. It is unnecessary to subject expensive salts to investigation.
Where it becomes desirous to investigate, for instance the nitrate in a salt, sodium nitrate,
a relatively cheap salt would be preferred to the highly expensive silver one.
Students should be convinced that any investigative reagent should be sparingly
used. In addition, hand pipettes and spatulas should not be dipped directly into reagents
as this could engender contamination with its inescapable problem of stultifying good
results. In any case, once contaminated, the reagent becomes a liability, a waste and once
discarded it increases cost because it has to be replenished with money.
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When a multiplicity of wet tests is desired, it is cheaper for the teacher to dissolve
samples of the salt in copious volumes of water, a fact that will inestimably reduce cost.
Thus, the use of solutions is less expensive than the use of solids. In experiments
involving volumetric analysis, efforts should be made to reduce to a reasonable minimum
the actual molarity of the salt to be determined. Group and demonstration experiments
should be encouraged as an occasional measure to obviate the huge expenditure involving
large classes.
From the results the use of improvised materials was not popular with chemistry
teachers. This unfortunate practice would appear to negate the views of Otitoji (20) and
Balogun (21) who had variously declared that chemistry teachers should adopt them in
order to inculcate the virtue of self-reliance which could make them sufficiently
imaginative to combat shortage of materials in all their ramifications. Thus Adeniyi (14)
suggested a wide range of materials and techniques for improvisation borne out of his
personal experience.
Idris (22) practicalized the view that the solution to problems of scarcity for
teaching lay in the ability to improvise from local available materials while Ehiemere
(23) had demonstrated how simple materials for science teaching could be obtained from
supermarket, departmental, hardware and chemist shops as well as from local dumps.
Alonge (24) enumerated the relevance of some local materials to the teaching of
chemistry, positing further that some of them could be found as house-hold materials.
Okwu (25) in his own contribution had directed the attention of chemists to certain
traditional activities based on chemical principles. They include iron smelting and
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forging, fermentation and distillation of palm oil, extraction of medicinal plant products
and dyeing.
Even though from the results no significant difference existed in the learning
outcomes obtained from the students taught the prescribed chemistry concepts by the use
of micro and macro- models, it is pertinent to note that the former achieved slightly better
than the latter. This result is similar to the results obtained by Mogbo (26).
The reasons are obvious. The use of small-scale models exposed pupils more to
visible and tactile experiences considering the ease of replication of small-scale models to
virtually all the students in contradistinction to the prohibitive cost of the macroequivalent which invariably constrained students to the use of fewer numbers of so-called
sophisticated equipment with such ‘estrangement’ occluding the internalization of
scientific processes and skills (27). More than this the micro-model operations are about
ten times cheaper than their macro-counterpart.
This study has therefore attempted to show how the chemistry teacher can
emphasize cheaper but adequate experimental designs; reflect on the current and true
mood of nations within the sub-region; inculcate simple but correct laboratory skills;
imbue worthwhile virtues manifested by self-reliance, self-sufficiency, prudent spending
and a maintenance culture; integrate the environment with learning; fashion out materials
from cheap sources and demonstrate creativity in order to circumvent obstacles.
Finally, we recommend, based on our findings that:


Chemistry teachers must be urged to upgrade their knowledge, skills and expertise
in quest for higher qualification.
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Lowly qualified chemistry teachers should be encouraged to benefit from preservice training programmes.



All categories, irrespective of rank or experience, must be encouraged by the
various educational organs to attend in-service training programmes deliberately
targeted to cost-reduction.



Chemistry teachers on their own are urged to become more resourceful.
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APPENDIX I
Questionnaire on the judicious use of expendables as a cost-reducing strategy in the
study of Chemistry
Item

Strategy

1

Use of Improvised material when conventional material is not available

2

Ability to quantify and record the amount of expendables committed to an experiment

3

Use of small-scale experiments when the expendables are not within reach of each student

4

Priority placement of expendables considered indispensable while making a purchase

5

Ensuring that the delivery note accompanying an order is identical with the expendables ordered

6

Ensuring that correct numbers arrive

7

Ensuring that chemicals that react together are not stored together

8

Ensuring that chemicals that are susceptible to photochemical disintegration are stored in colored bottles

9

Ensuring that the expendables on delivery perform the roles expected of them

10

Encouraging the utilization of low concentration of reagents

11

Use of group experiments when the expendables are not within the reach of each student

12

Teacher or Laboratory assistant or both of them personally or collectively dole out solid salt solution to
students thus controlling waste and contamination
Teacher or laboratory assistant keeps tag of the in-coming and out-going expendables as they are
replenished or used up
Teacher exercises great care over the preparation of stock solutions especially when carried out by the
laboratory assistant

13
14
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15

Teacher ensures that only bench reagents are made available to students

16

Teacher ensures that students replace stoppers to reagent bottles after use

17
18

All spatulas/ hand pipettes should be properly washed and dried before they are dipped into solid salts or
salt solution
Reagents brought out of parent bottles should not returned to the same bottles

19

Stoppers to reagent bottles should not be allowed to lie horizontally on benches

20

Each student should own his own spatula or hand pipette

21
22

Only the Teacher and his laboratory assistant have access to Winchester bottles, stock solutions and other
storage facilities
All solutions should be prepared with distilled water, if aqueous solutions are needed

23

Reagent bottles are properly washed before they are committed as containers to other reagents

24
25

When the Teacher is not sure of the identity of a chemical, he should either discard it or test it for reidentification
Reagent bottles are labeled boldly and properly

26

Through spot tests or even through more rigorous tests all reagents are inspected on a regular basis

27

Storing materials suspect to a high degree of pilferage in securely locked cupboards

28

Carrying out a proper investigation of all losses and taking appropriate action after investigation

29

Use of fire-warning labels on flammable materials

APPENDIX 2
Conventional macro-approach versus economy small-scale approach in teaching the
same topic to two similar or equivalent groups of students (1 USD = D29.50)
Topic

Macro-Approach

Small-scale approach

1. Preparation, physical
properties and reactions of
hydrogen sulphide
Cost per kit

Kipp’s Apparatus at an
unaffordable cost to most
institution
D10, 000. 00

Disused plastic wash-bottle fitted with a
cork through which a disused coca cola
straw will pass
D5.00

Relative Advantage

Sophisticated

Cheap. Every student will most likely
work on his own

2.Acid-base titration

Conventional molarities in
accordance
with
textbook
prescriptions are put to use.
Conventional apparatus is also
put to use. (made of glass)
D200. 00

Molarities scaled down to (1/10) of the
molarities used for Macro-approach
capacities of materials scaled out and
improvised from plastic bottles and tubes
and clips
D10.00

Sophisticated

Cheap and within reach of every student

Mass of a solid to be doled out
to each student is between 0.5g
and 1gm and for the volume it
is between 15cm3 and 30cm3.
All apparatus to be used is
large and conventional

Mass of solid to be doled out to each
student is between 0.01g and 0.05g while
for the volume, it is between 1cm3 and
3cm3. All apparatus will be improvised
from waste materials scavenged from
dumps and homes

Cost per a set of apparatus plus
a set of chemicals for one
student
Relative Advantage
3. Identification of cations
and anions
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Cost per practical period per
student

D300.00

D25.00

Relative Advantage

Sophisticated

Available, cheap

4. Preparation, physical
properties and reactions of
ethanol
Cost per set of apparatus

Quick fit apparatus

A cut and nail distillation model to be
built by a local welder

D300.00

D40.00

Relative Advantage

Sophisticated

Each student can provide a set for
himself

Total cost for all kits for one
student for four or five
experiments

D13, 500.00

D80.00
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CHEMICAL SAFETY IN LABORATORIES OF
AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES*
Temechegn Engida
UNESCO-International Institute for Capacity Building in Africa (IICBA)
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Email: temechegn@gmail.com, t.engida@unesco.org
ABSTRACT
Universities in Africa are in need of chemical safety and security facilities,
professionals and resource materials. It seems that the more the universities engage
themselves with advanced chemistry research, the more they need the safety and security
facilities and skills. This survey study explores the situation in a number of African
universities. It gives highlights of the practices in selected universities but it is by no
means exhaustive. [AJCE, 1(2), July 2011]

*

The first version of this paper was presented at the meeting of the Committee on Promoting Safe and
Secure Chemical Management in Developing Countries, National Research Council, Washington, D.C.,
June 2009 and at the American Chemical Society (ACS) National Symposium, Boston, August 2010.
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INTRODUCTION
The National Research Council (1) argued that “The culture of laboratory safety
depends ultimately on the working habits of individual chemists and their sense of
teamwork for protection of themselves, their neighbors, and the wider community and
environment. . . . Safety in the laboratory also depends on well-developed administrative
structures and supports that extend beyond the laboratory’s walls within the institution.”
It is therefore necessary to study the practices of chemistry laboratory safety as part of a
chemistry program that promotes sustainable development in a country/continent.
However, achieving the goal of balancing the economic and social benefits of
chemicals with their health and environmental risks is a highly complex problem since
managing the risks of chemicals is interconnected with many other issues, including
wastes and pollution, global warming, resource depletion, agriculture, biotechnology, loss
of biodiversity, poverty, etc (2).
Currently, Africa is neither a major consumer nor a producer of chemicals in
global terms. There is also disparity among the sub-regions of Africa, with the most
advanced chemical industries in the region found in Northern, Western and Southern
Africa. The development of Universities and their respective Chemistry Departments in
Africa seem to follow this trend.
With these premises in mind, this article aims at exploring the state of chemical
safety in the laboratories of African universities. The paper is by no means exhaustive but
it tries to highlight the picture as much as available data permit.
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METHODOLOGY
In order to get data for this paper, I used several sources and techniques. First of
all, I administered to undergraduate (B.Sc. final/4th year) chemistry students of the Addis
Ababa University/Ethiopia a chemical safety quiz that also consisted of few open-ended
questions that ask for the students’ experiences about chemical safety. All the 51 students
completed the quiz. Secondly, I sent via e-mail few questions on chemical safety to heads
of chemistry departments in FASC member countries. As usual, the response rate was not
that much encouraging but valuable information was obtained. Third, I contacted the
office of the Pan African Chemistry Network (PACN), a sister network of FASC, based
in Nairobi/Kenya. The response from the PACN complemented my request to the heads
of the chemistry departments. Fourth, I also contacted the US-based Chemical Security
Engagement Program (CSP) that has cooperated with FASC in holding a satellite
workshop on chemical safety and security for chemists selected from African universities
and the Middle East in January 2009 in Cairo/Egypt. The data from CSP has greatly
enriched my search for the state of chemical safety in laboratories of African universities.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
I.

University Students’ Perspectives
In March 2009, fifty one 4th year undergraduate students (graduating class) of

Chemistry in the Addis Ababa University were requested to respond to a questionnaire
that consisted of two parts: 1) Open-ended questions that request students to forward their
experiences related to chemical safety, and 2) Multiple choice chemical safety quiz. The
results are presented as follows.
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Undergraduate Students’ Experiences on Chemical Safety
This section of the questionnaire attempted to survey the students’ experiences
while responding to the following three questions:
a. Have you ever participated in a training program/course on chemical safety in
laboratories?
b. Have you ever faced/saw any hazard/accident while you were working in a chemistry
laboratory?
c. Please briefly describe the strengths and weaknesses of the chemistry laboratory you
are currently working in from chemical safety point of view.
In terms of students’ participation in chemical safety programs, it is learnt that
only 18% (9) of the 4th year undergraduate students got some form of training on
individual basis. However, all have expressed that they did not receive formal training on
chemical safety and security at any level of their undergraduate training. They have,
however, been provided with a written safety manual for personal reading. Most of the
laboratories also post brief safety rules on the inside walls of the labs.
With regard to the occurrence of hazards while the undergraduate chemistry
students were working in the labs, 31% (16) of them reported that they had some minor
incidents at different times throughout the undergraduate program. Some among these are
presented in Appendix 1. The most important implications that can be deduced from the
students’ responses in Appendix 1 are: students were not using protective gloves,
students were handling the incidents with little or no professional background, and it
seems that there is little or no recording of incidents in the lab in a manner that provides
lessons for future actions in the lab.
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The undergraduate chemistry students also assessed the strengths and weaknesses
of the undergrad chemistry laboratories as presented in Appendix 2. It can be deduced
from their responses that, while they appreciate and recognize the value of chemistry
laboratory work in their future career, the students worry about the lack of proper
chemical safety and security practices. They also stated that students’ good laboratory
safety practices were neither praised nor evaluated at all during their undergraduate
chemistry study.
Undergraduate Students’ Responses to Chemical Safety Quiz
Taken altogether, the students’ average score on the chemical safety quiz was
found to be 13.7 out of 20, with a minimum score of 6, a maximum of 19 and a mode of
14. At a glance this may not seem bad, particularly if the quiz were the usual test of
chemistry content knowledge. But given the importance of knowledge of safety in a
chemistry laboratory long before completing once undergraduate study, the performance
of the 4th year (last semester) chemistry B.Sc. students is a bit worrying. The following
examples will illustrate this point.


80% (41) of the students were not able to differentiate among chemicals whose toxic
effects can occur after single (acute), intermittent (repeated), or long-term, repeated
(chronic) exposure.



75% (38) of the students were unable to identify the most easily technique to
extinguish a small contained fire.



63% (32) of the 4th year undergraduate students could not identify a picture of the eye
wash fountains.



57% (29) believe that an undergraduate student can work alone in the laboratory.
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51% (26) could not identify the procedure for smelling a chemical; they rather believe
that they should never smell a chemical.


II.

37% (19) do not know the procedures to be followed if a chemical gets in the eye.
University Instructors’ Perspectives
A survey of the state of chemical safety in chemistry laboratories of universities

could not be a complete study by simply focusing on the students. I therefore posed some
questions via e-mail to chemistry department heads in Ethiopia and some other parts of
Africa on the challenges and needs related to chemical safety. The following universities
(countries) responded: University if Benin (Nigeria), Haromaya University (Ethiopia),
and Mekelle University (Ethiopia). These universities stated the following as what they
lack/need:


The lack of functional basic equipments like regulated oven, magnetic stirrers, IR
spectrophotometer, insufficient balances for training students, lack of continuous
water flow, shortage of spares for the already existing equipments, etc



Lack of trained technical personnel for laboratory work specially in instrumentation,
lack of accessibility of laboratory materials in the local market, lengthy procedure in
purchasing of laboratory materials, absence of standardized training related to
chemical laboratories in the country, inability to participate in chemical laboratory
training workshops abroad due to financial constraints, i.e., lack of capacity building
schemes in our institutions, very limited access to books, journals, e-journals in the
area of chemical laboratory and related fields.
With the exception of Mekelle University, the other two universities admitted that

they do not provide any training on chemical safety to their students for such reasons as
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large number of students working in a lab and time constraint on the part of instructors.
Haromaya University, however, stated that it is currently working by videotaping all the
experiments in a way that supplements the hands on exercise including safety.
In relation to providing chemical safety training to students, it is worth
mentioning the experience of Mekele University as stated by the respondent:
Before each course, every member of the Department is creating
awareness in our students about chemical safety at the beginning of
each semester. It will be handled by the individual instructor that is
assigned to teach the courses. Some of the safety rules are posted in the
laboratory and were also included in the laboratory manual. Moreover,
we also give training for high school teachers in the Region (Tigray
Region) on practical/laboratory activities in which safety is part of the
training. We have one document which until now not used but on its
final stage on “Laboratory Safety”. … However, there is no separate
and well-organized laboratory training course in our Department.
All the heads of the departments in this study stated that they never faced any
major hazards in their chemistry laboratories. This could be due to the fact that the
universities were totally engaged in teaching activities rather than research in the
laboratories. In this regard the National Research Council (3) states as follows:
Chemical laboratories in developing countries have large numbers of
students in teaching laboratories, but they typically have a relatively
small (although increasing) number of people engaged in high-level
research. In general, use of hazardous laboratory chemicals is greater
in institutions that offer graduate programs and that engage in basic
research.
The instructors also stated that they are not aware of whether there are
government regulations on safe use of chemical laboratories in their countries. This
indirectly indicates that the existing safety practices depended more or less on the
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individual institutions and that there is little enforcement from the government side. In
this regard, the National Research Council (3) states that in developing countries
… government regulations are targeted at the chemical or
manufacturing industries, and many of them are concerned primarily
with waste management. However, government agencies tasked to
institute and implement the regulations often lack the resources and
trained enforcement staff needed to be effective. Most agencies can
barely police industry, let alone private and academic laboratories. In
addition, the regulations appropriate for large-scale industrial
operations are not readily adaptable to academic laboratories.
In addition to the above universities, I contacted via e-mail the Pan Africa
Chemistry Network (PACN) to provide me related information. PACN, established in
November 2007 by the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) with financial support of
Syngenta, operates with hubs in Kenya and Ethiopia. As part of its activities, it conducted
a needs assessment survey among African universities in the area of instrumentation.
Appendix 3 depicts what seems relevant to safety and security.
I also used data collected on chemical safety and security during the second
congress of the Federation of African Societies of Chemistry (FASC). FASC held its 2nd
Congress in Cairo/Egypt from 3 to 7 January 2009 in conjunction with the 8th
Symposium of one of its member societies, the Egyptian Society of Analytical
Chemistry. At that particular event, the US Chemical Security Engagement Program
(CSP) requested to hold a satellite workshop on Chemical Safety and Security for
chemists drawn from Africa and the Middle East. The countries represented in the
workshop were Bahrain, Egypt, Ethiopia, Iraq, Morocco, Tunisia and Yemen The
workshop consisted of breakout sessions in which the participants made group
discussions guided by the following four questions:
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Q1. What kinds of chemical safety equipment and practices do you typically use in your
laboratories?
Q2. What are your priorities to improve chemical safety in your laboratories? What kinds
of additional information or training do you want?
Q3. What should be the next steps to improve Chemical Safety and Security?
Q4. Who should do them?
In response to the above four questions the participants provided a number of
valuable suggestions including the need for up-to-date chemical safety and security
facilities, training, and policy interventions. The detailed responses are presented in
Appendix 4 for groups of countries.
CONCLUSIONS
Generally speaking, universities in Africa are in dire need of chemical safety and
security facilities, professionals and resource materials. It seems that the more the
universities engage themselves with advanced chemistry research the more they need the
safety and security facilities and skills. It is thus imperatives for those who strive for the
advancement of chemistry world wide to do their best both to push the African chemistry
education and research to the latest frontiers and to simultaneously ensure that the
chemistry education and research in Africa is safe and secure.
The Federation of African Societies of Chemistry (FASC), though very young,
has been trying to network African chemists to the world scientific community through
facilitating their participation in international scientific conferences. It also hopes to do
more in the future, particularly as a follow up to International Year of Chemistry, IYC2011. FASC played a pivotal role in getting this proclamation through the UNESCO
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Executive Board and then through the UN general Assembly. It is therefore necessary for
FASC to organize major events across Africa aimed at popularizing the safe and secure
application of Chemistry to the public, at developing a reasonably high standard for
Chemistry education and research in Africa, at promoting a greater linkage among
African governments, industries and universities, etc. I personally hope that the
international scientific community will support FASC in accomplishing these ambitious
but necessary goals.
APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Types of hazards and how they were controlled by undergraduate students
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

Nature of the accident
Slight burning of face by
conc.H2SO4.)
Acidic substance dropped on a student's
cloth and burnt it.
Fire accident.

Approximate date and place
2007, freshman analytical
chem. lab.
2008, analytical chem. lab.

How it is controlled
Continual washing by water.

2008-9, 1st semester Organic
lab

Irritation on my hand and change of its
color for long time.
Burning of an organic compound.

December 2008.

I and my friend immediately called the
assistant instructor and successfully
stopped the fire.
Through time, it disappeared from my
hand.
By pouring plenty of water.

Ether caught fire during open flame
heating.
Explosion of a Bunsen burner.
Breaking of a funnel.
Sulfuric acid was dropped on my
finger and burnt it.
A chemical in a test tube caught fire
while students were working on it.
My hand was colored
I was working in the chemical store.
When I was arranging the chemicals,
one of the bromine (small) broke and
we could not survive in the store.
Contact with chemicals.
The Bunsen burner vigorously fired
because of the chemical 2, 4dinitobenzoate.

1st semester of 2008-09
during Chem. 451 lab time.

It is in the Organic lab.
Organic lab, 1st semester
2008/9
3 different times in the
laboratory.
It happened a year ago in the
Organic lab
On 10 May 2007.
At the summer (break session)
last year (2008)

In 2007.
In the practical
laboratory.

Washing with water

By removing the heating source and
covering with blanket.
Controlled by the lab instructor.
Simply by personal care.
Immediately washed using soap.

By using other chemicals, less basic.

By washing with tap water for long
period of time.
organic
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15

Flow of H2SO4 on cloths.

16

Toxic vapor.

In 2007/08 academic year.

The hazard was not that much
significant at that time. (train= No)
It is controlled in fume hood.

Appendix 2: Students’ assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the laboratories
Strengths
 Chemicals are available.
 Presence of fume hood to conduct vigorous and
explosive reactions; presence of apron.
 It is well programmed, well assessed; there are
enough chemicals; the instructors help the students
sufficiently.
 Most of the chemicals are available and the
instructors are also available in the lab.
 It is very important because, when we graduate, if
things are only theoretical, it is difficult to work on
any production areas.

Weaknesses
 There is no proper safety material such as eye goggles,
gloves, covering for mouth and nose.
 No control on purity of chemicals; since students use the
same dropper for different chemicals, contamination is high;
though newly bought chemicals are available in the store,
students use the old ones.
 No enough and specific lesson or instruction is given, before
the lab section, on potential hazards; we do not specifically
know the safety materials and no one told us; no mark or
advantage is given to a student who handles the
materials/chemicals properly.
 Time management for some experiments.
 Students are not frequently advised to follow procedures and
laboratory rules, and they are not evaluated for doing so.
 We do not know about and treatment for hazards/accidents,
even not the location of fire extinguishers; no body knows
how to use fire extinguishers and safety showers.
 The instructors may not check that all the students are
wearing their safety materials.
 Mostly we do not give serious attention to safety rules
written on laboratory manuals.
 Most of the hoods are not working properly; at the beginning
of the lab, the instructors do not orient the students about
chemical safety.
 The lab needs cleaning.
 We are registered for a 1 or 2 credit hour lab but mostly the
labs take 4 to 8 hours so we get tired and do the experiments
just to finish, not to succeed; there are many students in a
single lab; the manuals are sometimes confusing.
 The chemistry laboratory does not give any orientation about
the hazardous chemicals and their consequences. So please
orient us as much as you can.
 There are no enough places to put liquid wastes.
 The laboratory manuals are so old or not updated; no clear
evaluation.
 No new chemical (most of the chemicals stayed for long in
the lab).
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Appendix 3: Training needs of chemistry departments of African universities (adapted
from PACN-Kenya)
COUNTRY

UNIVERSITY

TRAINING NEEDS FOR TECHNICAL /ACADEMIC
STAFF

BOTSWANA
DRC

University of Botswana
University of Kinshasa

GHANA

University of Cape Coast

KENYA

University of Nairobi

Lab. Safety, ethical aspects of research, lab. waste
New physical methods, new methods of data analysis, new
methods in chemistry learning and teaching
Maintenance of specialized equipments, use of analytical
equipments, research techniques
Good lab practice, general training on maintenance of
instruments and elements of electronics,
New developments & maintenance of: GC & other
chromatographic techniques, Modern lab management &
safety
Glass blowing, equipment handling and maintenance
Glass blowing, handling and repair of GC, MS, HPLC, UV
and IR spectrometers
Repair of lab equipments, refresher courses in general lab
safety
Instrumentation, lab maintenance, equipment management,
installation and repairs
Handling, preparation and storage of chemicals;
instrumentation and use of research equipments
Instrumentation, maintenance

Egerton University

NIGERIA

Kenyatta University
Masinde Muliro University
of Science & Technology
University of Lagos
University of Ilorin
University of Benin

RWANDA

SENEGAL
SOUTH
AFRICA

Federal University of
Technology, Minna
National University of
Rwanda
Kigali Institute of Science
and Technology
University of Sheik Anta
Diop
University of Johannesburg
(Chemistry Technology
dept)
University of Fort Hare
Mangosuthu University of
Technology
University of Zululand

TANZANIA

University of Dar es Salaam

ZIMBABWE

Midlands State University
University of Zimbabwe

Operation and maintenance of equipments
Lab management and safety
Lab & equipment maintenance, quality management, lab
security
Training in management, analytical instruments, safety
health and environment (SHE)
Running instruments, instrument servicing & repair,
upgrading equipment
Instrument operation and trouble shooting
Lab management and safety, instrumentation, web-based
teaching
Handling modern equipments, newly discovered
technologies, ICT use in teaching e.g. video conferencing
Training in handling GC, IR, and HPLC
Glass blowing, use and maintenance of GC, HPLC
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Appendix 4: A summary of group discussions on chemical safety and security issues (adapted from CSP)
Participating
Countries

Egypt and Tunisia
(many of them are
from Egyptian
universities)
Egypt, Ethiopia,
Kenya, Morocco,
USA,

Not specified (but
they cannot be out
of African and
Middle East
countries)

Not specified (but
they cannot be out
of African and
Middle East
countries)

Q1. What kinds of chemical safety
equipment and practices do you
typically use in your laboratories?
Fire extinguishers, Fire blankets, First –
aide cabinet, Safety goggles, Gloves,
Showers (in some labs), Fire alarms, Fire
station within the premise
Working Hoods, Protective Equipment,
Disposal for chemicals, Drainage for
chemicals, Emergency exits, Safety
showers, Eye washes, Fire extinguishers,
Safety managers
Fire extinguishers, Fumigation hoods,
Fire alarm, Student safety guidelines
(verbal/written), Emergency doors, First
aid tools, Storage rooms are in remote
area from Student labs

Hazardous signs and labels, Alarms, Fire
extinguishers (one type), Vacuum hoods,
Filters, Eye washes and showers,
Evacuation plan, Emergency first aid kits,
Emergency exits signs, Branch of fire
department at our school

Responses
Q2. What are your priorities to improve chemical safety in your laboratories? What kinds of
additional information or training do you want?
Advance training techniques in the following: Hazardous Spills (evaluation of control and treatments),
Waste Collection and transportation, Dual use chemical (explosives and weapons, toxic e.g. nitrates,
percolates, azides, cyanides), Engineering considerations and precautions in crowded spaces and especially
those confined (frequent drills)
Hoods (establish maintain and increase the number of hoods as required), Safety protection (goggles, eye
washes, safety showers, fire protection), Emergency exits, Safety disposal (establish and maintain a
drainage system; recycling, and utilization of wastes if possible), Independent Safety Officers, Limit the
amount of students in each lab, Code of practices and GLP including training, Classify chemical with all
safety precautions and storage practices, Need professional societies to work on these issues.
1. To minimize pollutants
A. Gas filters and filter hoods
B. Chemical incinerator (chemical wastes)
C. Liquid treatment unit (dilute liquid wastes)
2. Training Program
A. How to dispose the chemical wastes
B. Environment safety precautions programs for chemists
3. Education
A. Virtual labs
B. Training Programs
4. Industry
A. Factories must write the neutralizations processes for their products
1. Priorities
a. Training workshops
i. Technicians
ii. TAs
iii. Graduate students
b. Availability of MSDS
2. What Additional Information or Training
a. Design a model of a perfect lab for training, or virtual lab
b. Waste treatment roles and recycling of simple chemical and wastes
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Egypt, Ethiopia,
Morocco, Yemen

Participating
Countries
Egypt

Iraq and Bahrain

Egypt

Safety goggles and safety manuals, First
aid kit (not in all labs), Fire extinguishers
(fire blankets), Fire alarms, Lab Coats,
gloves, Safety showers, Hoods

c. Adapt core course about safety and security for undergraduates and make available for students on
web.
d. How can we reduce chance of accidental chemical release – normal operations
(In order of Priority)
Training of technical staff/ students
Proper storage facilities for chemicals
Installation of fire alarms/ extinguishers
Hoods
Proper storage/disposal of wastes
Material safety data sheets
Radiation and Gas Detection
First aid kit
Eyewash facilities

Responses
Q3. What should be the next steps to improve Chemical Safety and
Q4. Who should do them?
Security?
1 & 2 Staff members of the university (TOT: from different professionals
1. Awareness programs for the university employees as well as
in related disciplines; with demonstrations)
community and students.
3. Staff member of scientific related departments
a. Special programs should be developed for stores: men, storage
4 & 5. Related professional under departmental supervision
and rooms
2. Training workshops, for chemists & others (for non-chemists)
3. Presenting of guidelines and proper chemical signs in proper positions • Documentation must be applied for all previously mentioned
4. Frequent follow-up and maintenance. Upgrading of the security
implementations
facilities currently present in labs
• Exchange and collaborate ideas between different and among all
5. Frequent maintenance and upgrading of labs equipments
universities locally, regionally and internationally.
 To apply SICAM convention on regulation of chemical use
 Chemical society in each country
 Improve the chemical storage
 Environmental agencies
 Do more workshops and training for the chemical community to
 Chemical department at each school
Establish a foundation for chemical waste management in each country
improve their sense to chemical hazards
 Do more efforts in developing methods for recycling chemicals
 National classification for hazards.
ORGANIZATION
RESPONSIBILITIES
 Establish Guidelines, procedures for chemical safety
Environmental Authority Policy, strategy, regulation,
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Yemen, Morocco,
US












Provide training for involved people (professors, students, experts,
technicians)
Implementation of action plans
Evaluate the plans
Follow up frequently
Update with new trends frequently
Well trained people
Availability of chemical safety tools such as CDs, videos, websites
Introduce awareness of chemical safety and security in students’
education
Chemicals should have labels on their hazards
Clean up spills properly
Handle chemicals properly
Enforce safety rules in labs
Reduce the use of chemical as much as possible
Proper storing of chemicals
Work toward green labs

NGOs
Donor Programs (Int’l)
Ministry of Education






inspections
Financial Resources
Provide/Transfer Technical Assistance
Policy Training, Commitment to support
implementation

Lab manager
Lab technician
Store keeper
Interested students
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ABSTRACT
The systemic approach to teaching and learning (SATL) has been developed
during the last decade 1-7). SATL techniques have been implemented and evaluated in
many different disciplines (chemistry, biology, physics, and math) in all educational
levels, but the major SATL applications have been reported on chemistry topics in
secondary and tertiary education (2-4). Experimental evidence collected in Egyptian
schools is presented to illustrate the efficacy of SATL methods on students’ academic
achievements (2, 3). We present here a specific chemically-related example of the
application of SATL methods in teaching the chemistry of water. [AJCE, 1(2), July 2011]
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INTRODUCTION
After the wide spread of the systematization in various disciplines and activities
including tourism, commerce, economy, security, education etc. and after globalization
became a reality that we live and survive with its positive and negative impacts on our
life, SATL became a must. It verifies the major goals of educational system and
proceeds towards systemic thinking and continuous growth of knowledge that is referred
to as quality of education. Thus, the future of science education must reflect a flexibility
to adapt to rapidly changing world needs. It is our thesis that a systemic view of science
with regard to principles and their internal (to science) interactions as well as the
interactions with human needs will best serve the future world society.
Constructivist and meaningful learning theories are the basis of SATL (8, 9). The
basic goal of systemic approach is the achievement of meaningful learning by students.
Meaningful learning was described by Ausubel as the formulation of non-arbitrary
relationships between ideas in the learners' mind (8). In rote learning, learners are able to
neither construct relationships between concepts nor integrate new concepts to their prior
knowledge in their cognitive structure. In contrast, deep or meaningful learning was
described by Novak as the learners deal with a learning task by attempting to form
relationships between newly and previously learned concepts (9). Within the frame of
these theories, effective teaching connects isolated ideas and information with global
concepts and recognizes that meaning is personal and unique, and that students'
understandings are based on their own unique experiences.
The use of systemics, in our view, will help students to understand
interrelationships between concepts in a greater context of a point of view, once
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achieved, that ultimately should prove beneficial to future citizens.

The key teaching

device in the SATL technique is the Systemic Diagram (SD) which is a two-dimensional
representation of the concepts that are to be taught to, or learned by, the students in the
class.
In our previous publication (7) we have described the uses of the SATL
techniques in building teaching unites in organic chemistry via systemic teaching strategy
(STS). It was stated previously that any unit to be taught using SATL methods involves
the building of a systemic diagram (SD0) that has been determined as the starting point of
the unit; SD0 incorporates the prerequisite concepts. The SD0 assures that all students will
have the same starting point as they progress through the entire set of systemic diagrams.
The unit ends with a final systemic diagram (SDf) in which all the relationships between
concepts in the unit that have been taught to the student are known (Fig1). From SD0
through SDf we encounter several smaller systemics with known and unknown
relationships (SD1, SD2, etc).

(√)

(?) Stage (2) (√)

SD1

(?)

SD2

Stage (1)

Stage (3)

(√)
(?)

(√)

(?)

(√)

(?)
(√)

SD0
(?)

(√)

SDf
(?)

(√)

(√)

Fig. 1-Systemic Building Strategy

Linearly based unites in chemistry (and other subjects) were converted into
systemically-based units according to a scheme stated in our previous publication (7).
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SATL—Water Chemistry: a specific example
We present here a specific chemically-related example of the application of SATL
methods. We use water—the chemistry of Water--to illustrate how a subject can be
organized systemically to help students to fit new concepts into their own cognitive
structure. The details of the transformation of the linear approach usually used to teach
water such as the separate physico-chemical

relationships among

other related

environmental relations are shown in fig. 2, which represents a linear approach to
teaching water chemistry.
(I)
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Formationofofwater
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(II)
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Fig (2): Separate Physical Relations
The physico-chemical relationships (covalent bonding, polarity of water molecules,
polarity of water solvent, hydrogen bonding, abnormalities in physical properties, state
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of water & water in our environment, Water cycle, Water pollution , etc.) are summarized
in the diagram Fig. 2, which looks like a series of linear relationships are connected by
water . We can illustrate the linear relationships that appear in Fig. 2 in the following
systemic diagram (SD0)., shown as Fig.3.
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Fig. 3. SD0 represents some of the major properties of water..

In the systemic diagram SD0 (Fig. 3.), all the relationships are undefined (to be
learned by the students). The undefined relationships are developed systemically. After
studying the nature of chemical bonding in a water molecule as polar covalent bond (A)
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and its relation to the following properties (i) Polarity of water molecules (B) and (ii)
uses of water as a polar solvent (C), we can modify SD0 in fig 3 to SD1 in fig.4 by adding
properties (A-C) and relations (1-2).
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Fig. 4. SD1
In SD1, Fig. 4, we still have undefined properties (D-F) and relationships among
3-8. These will be clarified after studying the remainder of the unit. After studying
abnormalities in physical properties (G) (eg elevation of boiling point, and depression in
freezing point), hydrogen bonding (H) and their relationship to covalent bonding, we can
modify SD1, fig.4, to SD2 in Fig.5 by adding properties (G, H) and relations (3, 4).
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After studying the state of water (F) and its relation to water cycle in nature (E),
and water pollution (D), we can modify SD2 in fig.5 to SDf in Fig.6 by adding properties
(D-F) and relationships (5-8).
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Fig. 6. SDf in which all the relations (1-8), and properties (A - H) are known.

SUMMARY
From the scenario of teaching this unit, we extract the following general
observations. We started teaching the unit by using the systemic diagram SD0 that has
been determined by the teacher as the starting point of the unit, and we ended with the
systemic diagram SDf that defines the terminal point of the unit. Between the two
systemics we pass through the systemic diagrams SD1,SD2.
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The systemic diagrams involved using the approach to study water are similar
except that the number of known relationships (√) and the unknown ones (?). As we
proceed in teaching the unit, the unknown relationships become diminished while the
known ones increase until we reach the end where all the relationships become known as
indicated in SDf in Fig. 6.
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ABSTRACT
Enthusiasm is crucially needed in teaching and learning of chemistry at
educational institutes. Issues and problems in achieving that end needs to be addressed on
top priority. In this scenario the role of the instructor is of vital significance. A teacher
can minimize the difficulties in concept building by providing better perspective related
to the basics of the subject. This can be accomplished through novel efforts involving
personal input. The recently emerged concept based teaching methodology, systemic
approach to teaching and learning chemistry (SATLC), is a fascinating route to meet this
noble endeavor. This new teaching method has been discovered to play a pivotal role,
towards the efforts for promoting better understanding of chemical concepts. In addition
to that, the results reported from the evaluation of SATL technique have been very
promising as far as the improvements in students' academic achievements are concerned.
In this presentation we discuss some examples that highlight the efficacy of SATLC
based teaching method for providing clear understandings of some salient concepts in
physical chemistry. [AJCE, 1(2), July 2011]
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INTRODUCTION
There are several strategies, through which teaching and learning of scientific
subjects in general, and chemistry in particular may be made much easier to understand.
Various teaching options continue to be reported in literature to illustrate the basics of
chemistry in order to enhance its teaching and learning (1-8). In the past decade an
innovative way of teaching and learning through systemic approach (SATL) has been
introduced (9-12) for this end.
The basic goal of this approach is the achievement of meaningful (deep) learning
by students. Meaningful (deep) learning was described by Amusable (13) as the
formulation of non-arbitrary relationships between ideas in the learners' mind. According
to Novack (14) meaningful learning, means that learners deal with a learning task by
attempting to form relationships between newly and previously learned concepts.
Michael (15) stated that meaningful learning occurs when the learner interprets, relates,
and incorporates new information with existing knowledge and applies the new
information to solve novel problems.
SATL is a new way of teaching and learning, based on the present day idea that
anything is related to everything globally. The method emphasizes that students should
not learn isolated facts (memorization), but connects concepts and facts in a logical
context. The SATL model proposes an arrangement of concepts through closed,
interacting conceptual systems (“concept clusters”), in which all interrelationships are
made clear, up front to the teachers and learners using a concept map-like representation.
These goals are met through developing diagrams through which such a closed
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conceptual system is amicably represented and that such diagram is called a “systemic
diagram”
The usual approach to teaching a subject involves arranging the associated
concepts in a linear manner. The choice of the specific linear approach is often highly
subjective and it may obscure relationships that students can easily understand otherwise.
The SATL technique, however, involves organizing the concepts associated with a
subject in such order that it describes the interrelationships among these very concepts.
METHODOLOGY
Chemistry courses not only incorporate some basic general disciplines of
mathematics, physics and chemistry but they further advance to involve the following
specialized chemistry disciplines: Physical chemistry, Organic chemistry, Inorganic
chemistry, Analytical chemistry
Traditional method of teaching the above branches of chemistry is wherein a
teacher presents the knowledge in front of students as close compartments with
occasional bridges and links. To have clear concepts, a deep understanding of each
branch of chemistry is important. Use of SATLC methodology provides a tremendous
potential to meet such goals.
In the forthcoming narrative some examples comprising of SATL modules for
teaching Physical chemistry to students of grade 9 are being presented. Those students,
having no cleared perceptive of the basic concepts of Physical chemistry, were selected
through assessment. These may open new avenues for making students realize the
importance of some basic Physical chemistry principles and encourage them for
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acquiring deep rooted learning. The concepts were initially explained to the students
through systemic diagrams and then their ability to develop such diagrams was analyzed.
Lecture 1:
Lecture 1 includes the explanation of some of the basic laws of Physical Chemistry. This
branch of Chemistry is based on some fundamentals few of which are given in the form
of following basic laws:
Boyle's Law:

P V = constant

Charles's Law:

V = constant T

Avogadro's Law:

V = constant n

Ideal Gas Law:

PV=nRT

These laws, when taught in a linear and thus isolated way, seem to demonstrate no
interdependence in between themselves or some other very significant physical properties
like density, viscosity, entropy etc. In fact this is not the case. The physical parameters
are never isolated. These are highly interlinked as demonstrated through the following
systemic diagram (SD0) Figure 1.
The systemic relationships between parameters of the general gas equation are
shown in figure 1. It provides a picture that depicts question marks towards nature of
linkages among these vital state functions and thus seeks to clarify their correlations.
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Figure 1. A diagram that seeks to enquire the Systemic relationships of parameters of
general gas equations (SD0)
In this diagram (figure 1), individual concepts have been connected to the others,
but the nature of connectivity which leads to comprehension is totally absent. We can
improve our understanding by filling in blanks of this connecting diagram, through
explaining known gas laws which are Boyle’s and Charles’s laws, as shown in (SD1)
figure 2. As Boyle’s law states there is an inverse relationship between pressure and
volume, whereas Charles’s law postulates the direct relation between temperature and
volume, therefore it can be predicted that pressure and temperature are inversely related
to each other (figure 2).

Figure 2. Systemic relationships of parameters of general gas equations (SD1) in which
tick marks figure out gas laws just discussed by the teacher
Here some relationships are known and some are unknown, and are still left with
question marks. As the teacher now brings in discussion the concepts underlying mole, .
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a new diagram SD2 (figure 3) gets developed and equation of state PV = n RT becomes a
logical outcome. Greater the number of moles in a system greater will be the pressure and
with the constant pressure the increasing number of moles increases the volume, while,
the temperature is the average kinetic energy of molecules of the system

Figure 3. Systemic relationships of parameters of general gas equations (SD2)
Now the teacher delves into further information and discusses diffusion
phenomenon in gases. According to Graham’s law, rate of diffusion of gases is inversely
proportional to the square root of their densities. Number of moles per liter of various
gases at given temperature and pressure is constant, so density of a gas is directly
proportional to their molar mass or molecular weight. Therefore rate of diffusion of gases
is also inversely proportional to molecular weight of gases. These valuable ideas could be
made to appear on our systemic diagram (SD3) (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Systemic representation of Graham’s Law of diffusion (SD3)
Density is not only related to molar mass but also to a range of other parameters. We can
progress further to bring density into focus. As it is known that density depends on mass
and volume but mass and volume are further related to concentration. Both density and
concentration are affected directly by mass but, volume inversely affects them. Therefore
density and concentration can be linked to each other. The density can be enhanced by
concentrating the solutions. Thus we came upon the Systemic diagram (SD4) Fig.5

Figure 5. Systemic relationship of concentration and other physical parameters (SD4)
By the combination of figure 3 and figure 5 a new systemic diagram (SD5) (figure
6) can be obtained, which can make the concepts clearer as all the relationships were
explained earlier, and one gets deeper into delicate issues underlying physical chemistry.
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Figure 6. Systemic relationships of parameters of general gas equations (SD5)
Lecture 2:
In this lecture few more of the physical properties of matter are discussed and
correlated with parameters demonstrated in lecture 1 and also with some other factors.
Surface tension is one of the important properties of any liquid. It can be correlated
systemically with some other parameters (SD6) (figure 7) and one of them is
intermolecular force. Surface tension is caused by cohesive forces among the liquid
molecules. There is a driving force to diminish the surface area; hence, the surface area of
the liquid shrinks until it has the lowest surface area possible. That is the reason for the
spherical shape of water droplets.
Intermolecular forces are not independent but linked systemically with other
factors like viscosity and temperature (SD7) (figure 8). Viscosity measures the fluidity of
a liquid. Stronger attractive forces between the molecules of a liquid resist the flow.
Increasing temperature minimizes the intermolecular forces and consequently affects the
viscosity.
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Considering the temperature of a system, another systemic diagram (SD8) (figure
9) can be constructed. This systemic diagram also brings into focus and explains the
interconnections of molecular properties to another significant issue that is entropy of a
system. Entropy, a thermodynamic property, can be utilized to determine the energy
available to do useful work in a thermodynamic process.

Figure 7 Systemic approaches for understanding surface tension (SD6).

Figure 8. Systemic relation between viscosity, temperature and intermolecular forces
(SD7)
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Figure 9. Systemic relationship between entropy and other parameters (SD8)
Lecture 3:
In Lecture 3 the summary of previous lectures is provided and all the parameters
discussed are summed up in one systemic diagram (SD9). Moreover the students’
comments are also collected and their ability to develop systemic diagram is also
examined (see students’ comments in the forthcoming narrative).
Understanding of the above sub-systemic diagrams (SD0-SD8) facilitates students
to find the connections between the various physical parameters given in the Systemic
diagram (SD9). This leads to deep learning (meaningful understanding) of a scientific
knowledge domain and the learner is able to come into terms with an important
educational goal (9-12).

Figure 11. Systemic relations between physical parameters (SD9)
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It will be miserable to decipher all of these interrelationships when taught via
linear approach that is practiced in our classrooms. We can only solve this complexity if
we are provided with the sub-systemic diagrams (SD0-SD89) in building the systemic
paradigm (SD9) and thus the interconnections of parameters of general gas laws with the
other physical properties can be presented in an effective way.
In this diagram (SD9) that appears at the end of our systemic presentation (Final
systemic Diagram, SDF) we have brought major physical chemistry related concepts on
board in full view. As we develop comprehension we can fill in the blanks to find a bird’s
eye view of the issues in one go.

Students Comments:
After the end of this unit, students were asked to answer the Questionnaire below.
Most of them responded positively to this particular SATL method. The summary of their
response is shown in table 1.

Table (1):
Response
High
Moderate
To what extent did you benefit from this methodology?
100%
To what extent were these lectures useful to you?
100%
Did this lecture add something new to your knowledge 87.5% 12.5%
about SATLC?
Did this lecture give you the chance to participate in 50%
50%
discussion?
Question

Low
-

Students were also able to develop the systemic diagrams (SD) on their own
accord, which is an indication of their understanding of the topic. Few of the connectivity
diagrams prepared by them are given below.
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Figure 12. Systemic Diagram of some physical parameters

Figure 13 .Systemic Diagram of Surface tension.
Some students also gave their comments, which are as follows:
•

This has benefited me a lot. Several concepts of mine are cleared. I got many
ideas to go through the basics of chemistry at a glance.

•

This is the best lecture I have ever attended.

•

Basic concepts of chemistry are presented in an excellent way. It really
provides me an opportunity to learn chemistry, and correlate it to collective
issues.

•

This lecture is very meaningful to me. Now I understand that through systemic
approach it’s very easy to have the clear concepts of chemistry.

CONCLUSIONS:
SATL based teaching lessons are magnificent means to: (9-12)
1. Enhance the learning process in a classroom.
2. Making maximum connections between chemistry concepts and the real world
around us.
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Abstract
A brief explanation for the absence of reaction between metallic sodium and liquid
bromine is offered. A safer variant is proposed for performing the well-known
demonstration of aluminum and bromine. An explanation for the increasing induction
period for the reaction is given. A serious hazard exists during the disposal of the
waste (AlBr3 dissolved in excess bromine), unless the instructor is familiar with the
properties of the products. Attention is paid to this hazard and a possible way for
minimizing the risk in waste disposal is pointed out. [AJCE, 1(2), July 2011]
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INTRODUCTION
The reaction of metallic aluminum and liquid bromine is known for many
decades (1-8). It is one of those spectacular chemical reactions that always attract
students’ attention. Another spectacular reaction of a similar type (albeit much more
dangerous) is the reaction of potassium metal and liquid bromine (9, 10). The
analogous reaction with sodium and bromine usually fails (11), unless the bromine
contains some water dissolved. So, at the very beginning, a question (that, to the best
of our knowledge, has not been answered elsewhere) seems to urge an answer:
Why does the reaction of aluminum and bromine occur at room
temperature, but the analogous reaction of the much more reactive
sodium does not?
In the light that the reaction with potassium (9) proceeds explosively, and the
commonly invoked mechanism is usually called ‘harpoon mechanism’ (11), it really
seems important to explain the ‘inertness’ of sodium to bromine vis-à-vis both
potassium and aluminum. In our opinion, one should keep in mind several important
facts:
1) The bromides of the alkali metals are ionic compounds.
2) AlBr3 is a covalent compound (by the way, Al2Br6 is a much more
informative formula).
3) Potassium is a much more reactive metal than sodium.
Taking the above into consideration, one could say that the reaction of
potassium is possible due to the fact that it is extremely vigorous (usually, during
performing this demonstration, part of the metal is propelled from the reaction system
to the surroundings). The reaction of the much less active aluminum is possible by the
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fact that AlBr3 (being a covalent and, due to its symmetry, non-polar compound) is
soluble in bromine. So, once the oxide covering aluminum (which is so to say an
obstacle to instantaneous reaction of aluminum and bromine) is gone, aluminum
vigorously reacts with bromine, the product being continuously dissolved in the
excess bromine. This appears to be impossible with sodium. The reaction is not
vigorous enough. It indeed is instantaneous, but here the NaBr crust that forms on the
surface of sodium isolates the sodium interior from the action of bromine, so the
reaction ceases momentarily.
We start the present contribution by performing this well-known
demonstration of the reaction between Al and Br2. Then we proceed to the waste
disposal, that is actually the truly novel and important part of this work.
EXPERIMENTAL
In order to diminish the hazard (for both the instructor and the audience)
during performing this demonstration, we used the experimental setup presented in
Fig. 1. This demonstration is to be performed only in a hood.

Figure 1: Experimental setup for the reaction of aluminum and bromine

A test tube (size 16 mm × 160 mm) is clamped and the clamp is fastened on a
stand. For safety reasons, the test tube is placed in a large jar, filled with water (for
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best results use deionized water; tap water should be avoided to prevent formation of
bubbles on the test tube). About 1 mL of liquid bromine (Caution: wear face shield
and appropriate gloves) is placed in the test tube, using a glass pipette. The purpose
of the jar is to prevent spilling of the toxic and highly corrosive bromine, if the test
tube cracks by accident (there is always a risk that the case might happen).
Furthermore, the jar used filled with water enhances the visibility, acting as a
cylindrical lens.
Prepare (immediately before the demonstration) few pieces of aluminum wire
(≈ 1.5–2 mm thick ≈ 1 cm long). Using a scalpel or a sharp razor, quickly scrap the
surface of the aluminum wire, to free the surface of the oxide that is always present.
By means of forceps add the pieces (one at a time, never more than 3 in a row) to the
test tube containing bromine.
After this part of the demonstration is over, the setup presented in Figure 2
was used to add some water to the product (AlBr3 dissolved in the excess of bromine),
before ‘neutralizing’ the bromine with Na2S2O3 solution (have some 50 mL of this
solution with a weight ratio of ≈ 10 %w/w). Actually, the inversely mounted microwash-bottle to the right of the picture together with the stand and the rubber pump is
the safety dropper, the construction of which could be found elsewhere (12).
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Figure 2: Adding water to the reaction product using the safety dropper.

RESULTS
The results of the first part of the experiment are well-known. Few seconds
after adding the piece of aluminum to the bromine (this is the induction period), a
hissing sound is emitted from the test tube and soon the glowing molten aluminum
appears floating and moving over the surface of the bromine (the density of Al is
lower than that of Br2). Some sparkling often occurs, so it is necessary that, once the
hissing sound is heard, the door of the hood be lowered and the ventilation is put
on. The brilliance glow of the aluminum usually lasts some 30 seconds (depending on
the size of the piece). If a second piece is added, it may take more than a minute for
the reaction to occur again. Up to 10 minutes may be necessary for the third piece to
start reacting (this extension of the induction period is the reason for restricting the
number of pieces to no more than three). A video clip of this part is available upon
request from the authors or from the Editor-in Chief of the African Journal of
Chemical Education.
When this part of the demonstration is over, put the aspirator off, open the
sliding door of the hood and only add the safety dropper to the existing setup from the
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right hand side. Slide back the door of the hood, keeping in mind to take the rubber
pump out of the hood. In this way, the pump may be safely manipulated.
By pressing the pump, few milliliters of water are added to the product.
Attention: an extremely vigorous reaction (almost an explosion) occurs. Lots of
bromine vapor is emitted from the test tube. Immediately put the aspirator on and
continue to add water to the test tube, till it is filled to about one half. A video clip of
this part of the demonstration is also available upon request.
Add the content of the test tube to a beaker containing about 30 mL of sodium
thiosulfate and fill the emptied test tube with the remaining about 20 mL. After some
5 minutes all elemental bromine is converted to bromide and the content of the vessels
may be safely disposed under the drain.
DISCUSSION
We shall begin the discussion with the explanation about the longer and longer
induction period (on going from the first, to the second and possibly the third piece of
aluminum). The induction period is, we believe, needed for (a) complete removal of
the oxide covering of the pieces and (b) for the reaction to reach the point where the
aluminum piece starts glowing. For the latter, it seems obvious that a feedback is
important. The reaction starts relatively slowly, some heat is being released; this
increases the rate which in turn releases more heat and so on. In the beginning there
are practically pure reactants (aluminum and bromine) and only traces of Al3+ and Br–
are present (this notation might be used for simplicity; however, keeping in mind that
AlBr3 is a molecular substance, it would be better to speak about aluminum with
oxidation number +3 and bromine with oxidation number –1). That is, the redox
potentials of bromine and aluminum are proportional to
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Eox (Br) ∝ ln

[Br2 ]

[Br − ]

Ered (Al) ∝ ln

[Al3+ ]
[Al]

meaning that, at the very beginning, the first one is large and positive, and the second
is large and negative. Naturally, the reaction proceeds at the highest possible rate. The
addition of the second piece requires longer induction period, because the quantities
of bromine (–1) and aluminum (+3) are now much larger than they were (only traces
could be present in the beginning), and the corresponding absolute values for the
redox potentials are much smaller. The same reasoning holds for the third piece, as
the quantities of Al(+3) and Br(–1) are even larger. This explanation is missing in the
literature where this demonstration is described.
On the other hand, Shakhashiri (1) mentions that “…fumes of bromine,
hydrogen bromide, and aluminium bromide are produced by this reaction…”. It is not
clear what might the source of HBr be, unless the bromine that they used was actually
a sample containing water.
The extremely vigorous reaction of the product (containing excess bromine)
and water must definitely be explained. As mentioned in the introduction, the product
(AlBr3 or Al2Br6) is dissolved in excess of bromine. AlBr3 is known as a very strong
Lewis acid. Water, on the other hand, is a Lewis base. Adding water to the mixture of
AlBr3 and Br2 is equivalent to neutralization. During this neutralization the
temperature of the mixture in the test tube can sharply increase to almost 100 °C. The
latter temperature is well above the temperature of boiling (57 °C) of liquid bromine.
Under these conditions the excess bromine starts to boil abruptly, this is the cause of
the extremely vigorous reaction taking place in the test tube. This, however, is not
mentioned in the above references (1-3), where the instructor is advised to add
either water to the product or a solution of sodium thiosulfate. Thus, the existing
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literature about this demonstration includes high hazard and it is almost a miracle that
no accidents have been reported so far during performing it.
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ABSTRACT
Issues around geometry of the universe, density of the universe
(Underweight), expansion of the universe and theories held-up by scientists such as
Stephen Hawking, John Wheeler, Albert Einstein, etc have been looked into. The
equations formulated by these people; that is E =mc2, E = hν and PV = nRT were
treated to give meaning under the general truth that the universe has only two entities;
MATTER and ENERGY and HEAT and COLD to manipulate them. The Energy x
Matter x Space relationships is suggested in this paper in place of,
Time
Energy.Matter = Space.Time, which was summarized by Albert Einstein. The three
dimensionness of space were incorporated into E = mc2 to give E/N Ξ c3. E = hc/λ
which had the notion of space divided by space is re-related to space per time and PV
= nRT is revisited until it was modified to be in congruent with the above two
fundamental formulations; that is PVΞ KT/N. These new relationships (THEORIES)
are in agreement with each other and could be pronounced as “UNITED”. [AJCE,
1(2), July 2011]
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INTRODUCTION
Issues of editing and then transferring knowledge in education have become
increasingly important as new things unfold about concepts and outlooks of
space/time. Chemistry textbooks currently used for education ought to take into
account the need for tuning up with developments of contemporary science in general.
My experiences in teaching chemistry to Ethiopian students consistently
indicated that students, and teachers to a lesser extent, have always found learning
chemistry difficult. To most of them, it is very frustrating to the extent of jeopardizing
individual’s career in chemistry and in other natural (physical) science fields. Thus,
looking into what core problem(s) could these be based on is a worthwhile effort.
One could start picking three chemistry textbooks of the time, three theoretical
physicists’, and astrophysicists’ deliberations on space/time, geometry of the universe
and on other related concepts for comparisons and for points of departure from what
is taken as accepted and absolute theories in the three chemistry books, and citing
some of the issues here below.
In his book Out of My Later Years, Einstein (1, p.48) gave hints about how he
saw the future, and why he had been unable to develop a unified theory of everything.
He wrote: The general theory of relativity is as yet incomplete in so far as it has been
able to apply the general principle of relativity satisfactorily only to gravitational
fields, but not to the total field. We do not yet know with certainty by what
mathematical mechanism the total field in space is to be described and what the
general invariant laws are to which this total field is subject. One thing, however,
seems certain: namely, that the general principle of relativity will prove a necessary
and effective tool for the solution of the problem of the total field.
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According to the standard model of particle physics (2) there are four forces
that physics so far adhered to while some other scientists came to believe that there is
a Fifth in the arena, unknown to physics to date, which is counteracting the four and
pushing the universe into unprecedented accelerated expansion!!!
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In describing the structure of a crystal it is convenient to view it as being
composed of a huge number of simple, basic units called unit cells. For example, the
simplest and most symmetrical unit cell of all, called the simple cubic unit cell, shown
in the diagram below (3), is derived using a plane (2D model). The question is: Why
restrict space into two (Euclidean) when it is actually three dimensional?
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Virtually every scientist would agree that the most significant theoretical
model of nature ever formulated is the atomic theory. The same theory that tells us of
the energies of atomic orbitals also describes their shapes, the simplest and most
symmetrical unit cell of all being called the simple cubic unit cell. The theory also
provides a physical model for the behavior of gases that is in agreement with the gas
⎛
n2a ⎞
laws as in ⎜⎜ P + 2 ⎟⎟(V − nb) = nRT and offers a basis for the explanation of other
V ⎠
⎝

kinds of molecular behavior. The layers of closely packed particles in a crystal lattice
constitute planes as demonstrated in 1848 by Bravais that 14 different geometrical
systems could describe all space lattices (4).
The velocity of a molecule of gas is resolved into components as in the
diagrams below:
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From “Kinetic Theory” Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a gas of noninteracting molecules,
Ni =

N
Ni
g i exp ( − β ∈i )
q
gives the number fraction N of molecules in the gas (at

equilibrium at temperature T) in the energy level i with energy ∈I and degeneracy gi.
In this regard, chemistry books have not given rooms for alternative explanations or
for any other theories or views possibly to exist. In addition, disclose that such
alternative theories or explanations do crop up from time to time. The big question is:
Why is squaring the velocity of what you measure such an accurate way te describe
what happens in nature? (5)

The Geometry of the Universe
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We know that locally, near a star or another massive object, space is curved.
Space curves around the object spherically, as demonstrated by the eclipse
experiments. But what is the overall shape of the universe? (6). The three constantcurvature models in two dimensions are shown below. In the four dimensions of
space-time, the special metric of relativity theory is used to define distances. With this
metric, the hyperbolic space of negative curvature is often approximated by a saddle.

The earth as seen from space (courtesy of Technology Application Center)

The introduction in the last pages was intended to give background
information about existing scientific theories and how they are limited in their
attempts to do so particularly in an educational context. The basic issue in this paper
is therefore what and how to do in the future when writers want to present chemistry
books to their audiences and/or while learners should use these books in transferring
science to their users.
DISCUSSION
Frome the atomic theory described above, the force of the interaction between
charged particles is directly proportional to the sizes of the charges e and inversely
proportional to the square of the distance r between them (7). The van der Waals
⎛
n2a ⎞
⎟(V − nb) = nRT
⎜P +
2 ⎟
⎜
V
⎠
⎝
Equation is also given as .
According to Einstein, E=mc2.

The big question, though, is why is squaring the velocity of what you measure such an
accurate way to describe what happens in nature?
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The interesting thing is that almost anything that steadily accumulates will
turn out to grow in terms of simple squared numbers, as shown above. Over time,
physicists became used to multiplying an object’s mass by the square of its velocity
(mv2) to come up with such a useful indicator of its energy. It is almost as if the
ultimate energy an object will contain reveals when you look at its mass times c
squared, or its mc2. This is not a proof, of course, but it seemed so natural, so
“fitting”, when the expression mc2 did suddenly appear. (For the reader interested in
Einstein’s actual derivations, the Web site for this book, davidbodanis.com, goes
through some of his reasoning.)” (5)
The last century was a revolution in science that changed the modern
perception of the natural world. Einstein’s theories of relativity and quantum theory
are two of the most radical—and irreconcilable—breakthroughs that form the
foundation of much of modern theoretical physics. Where once theoretical physics
was an obscure subject, it is now a major focus of study, showing a change in the
outlook of the scientific community. In all, twentieth century science was a change in
outlook: in the nineteenth century, science was thought to be nearly complete; but that
belief was shattered by discoveries of the twentieth century such as Gödel’s
Incompleteness Theorem, atomic physics, and relativity. Once again, scientists are
seeking to bring theories together into a coherent system. Quantum gravity is a theory
that would combine Einstein’s relativity with quantum theory, which explains the
subatomic world.
It was in 1905 that Einstein published his special theory of relativity, famous
as the equation E=mc2. Work by mathematician Hermann Minkowski several years
later translating Einstein’s equations revealed a unity of space and time, a fourdimensional continuum (8). Shortly thereafter, Einstein began trying to find a general
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theory for non-uniform motion (special relativity only applied to uniform or linear
motion). This work evolved into his general theory of relativity, which Cline (8)
explains, “space and time are inseparable, and in the regions of the universe where
matter is present the space-time unity possesses a curvature”.
The search for unity between relativity and quantum mechanics might lead to
an understanding of our universe’s creation: a singularity is a point of infinite density,
the beginning or end of time (9). Hawking (10) points out that at such a point, spacetime and quantum effects would become comparable because of scale. Thus, an
understanding of these two things together would lead to the knowledge of the
universe’s birth. In that sense, quantum gravity is not a very practical study in
science, for it has few direct applications to daily life. Quantum gravity could explain
life, though. It would answer such pure questions of human existence as how the
universe was born.

By studying this area of science, scientists are working to

complete the human history.
John Wheeler proposed in the 1960’s that the quantum world could be
described as a swirling quantum foam, whereas space-time is smooth (Peterson
“Loops”).

A theory of quantum gravity, loop quantum gravity, does show this

proposed quantum foam. It also says that space is divided into discrete units—
quanta—and that the “physical measurement of an area or volume will necessarily
yield quantized results” (Peterson “Loops”).
ANALYSIS/ARGUMENT
Any college physics book gives tables of the following sorts (2) and the way
of understanding nature as we found them in many chemistry education materials base
their initial point of argument around core- constants.
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Quantity

Symbol

Value

Bohr radius

a0 =h2/4π2mee2 (ke)

0.529 177 249(24) X 10-10m

Boltzmann’s constant

k B = R/NA

1.380 658(12) X 10-23 J/K

Compton wavelength

λC = h/mec

2.426 310 58(22) X 10-12m

Gas constant

R

8.314 510(70) J/K.mol

Gravitational constant

G

6.672 59(85) X 10-11 N.m2 /kg2

Hydrogen ground state

E0 = 4π2 mee4 ke2 / 2h2 = e2 ke /2a0

13.605 698(40) eV

Magnetic flux quantum

Φ0 = h/2e

2.067 834 61(61) X 10-15 Wb

Permeability of free space

μ0

4π X 10-7 N/A2

Permittivity of free space

єo( ∈o ) = 1/μ0c2

8.854 187 817 X 10-12 C2 /N.m2

Planck’s constant

h

6.626 075(40) X 10-34 J.s

ħ = h/2π

1.054 572 66(63) X 10-34 J.s

Rydberg constant

RH

1.097 373 153 4(13) X 107m-1

Speed of light in vacuum

c

2.997 924 58 X 108 m/s

From the table above we could bring up the following issues. Let us have a
look into the different constants. Bohr radius-a0 =h2/4π2mee2 (ke) , m; Boltzmann’s
constant-k

B

= R/NA, J/K; Compton wavelength-λC = h/mec, m; Gas constant-R,

J/K.mol, Gravitational constant-G, N.m2 /kg2; Hydrogen ground state-E0 = 4π2 mee4
ke2 / 2h2 = e2 ke /2a0, eV; Magnetic flux quantum-Φ0 = h/2e, Wb; Permeability of free
space-μ0,

N/A2; Permittivity of free space-єo( ∈o ) = 1/μ0c2, C2 /N.m2; Planck’s

constant-h, ħ = h/2π, J.s; Rydberg constant-RH, m-1; and Speed of light in vacuum, c,
m/s. If one examines the relationships of each constant and its unit, he/she is bound to
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get to the following bottom line. That is, for example, a0-m; R-J/K.mol; G- N.m2 /kg2;
μ0 -/A2; ∈o - C2 /N.m2; h- J.s; c- m/s and on.
These when summed up result in that either space alone appeared, m, in the
case of Bohr radius, or one over space, m-1, in the case of Rydberg constant. In others,
for example, in gas constant, energy per temperature per number of particles, that is,
per matter appeared. In still others, energy per temperature, force per space squared,
as in the case of permeability and charge squared per force per space squared did
appear. In Planck constant, we find energy multiplied by time and in speed of light
space divided by time is the relationship.
As one, who has gone through this paper, could possibly conclude we took
over two centuries in learning-teaching chemical sciences to understand nature
through only a less than ten percent window of opportunity. That window more than
any thing pictured by almost all to date authors of the science books, as the ultimate,
absolute, and comprehensive avenues to help understand the universe. Moreover, that
was not the easy way for many students and teachers particularly in Ethiopia to
comprehend the sciences first. The information in the books apart from being very
incomprehensive, the authors’ environments that helped them observe, gather data
and arrive at generalizations were in many aspects foreign to Ethiopians. Secondly, as
these books did not include other outlooks and findings of contrary to theirs, there
were no chance for Ethiopians to dare contribute from their experiences. Hence,
chemical education in Ethiopian universities using such books did not help the
learners so far as much as it should have to.
One could confidently say that the different authors of science books, all of
them used matter-energy-space-time interrelated differently to describe phenomena in
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nature. We all followed suit to learn and some of us then after to teach science
without any significant input of views that were similar or on the contrary.
What has been so far tried was to bring up Aristotle’s, then Newtonians’ and
then after to date the quantumeans’ (Planck, Bohr, de Broglie, Heisenberg, Einstein)
stipulations that fellow humans were presented with to follow in absolute sense of
acceptance during the period of dominance of each scientist. These people could be
grouped as those who had been following ‘’the continuum” and the other bigger
group up-holding “the discontinued-quantum” as central themes to understand nature.
With the help of those and with the current efforts like “Quantum gravity of Wheeler,
Black hole issues of Hawking and the search for the soul of God of Schroeder” (6, 11,
12, 13, 14)
One could for example bring up, as here below, arguments like E = - k/n2. The
integer n is the same integer as in the angular momentum assumption, mevr = n(h/2π);
k is a constant that depends only on Planck’s constant, h, the mass of an electron, me,
and the charge on an electron, e: k = 2π2 me e4 /h2 = 1312 kJ.mol-1
c = 1/

∈0 μ0

(Electromagnetic waves travel through empty space with the speed of

Light.). The relative magnitudes of E and B in empty space are related by E/B = c.
E = mc2 ; E = hν; E = kg. (m/s) (m/s) = kg. (m/s2) .
mE = h. c/λ = J. s/photon . m/s . m-1 = {kg . (m/s2 ) . m .s /photon } .m/s . m-1.
Point One
To arrive at the de Broglei’s relationship, the c in E = mc2 must cancel with
the c in E = h c/λ, as we could infer into the details c in Einstein’s conservation
equation is a constant and a variable in the second equation. We are as it seems
canceling a variable with a constant.
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Point Two
The squaring of a constant in the same equation closely links with the
Euclidean principle of the shortest hypotenuse straight-line rule. For one the
relationship between “Matter-Energy and Space-Time”, as we now understand from
our earlier discussion, is not yet a settled business. On the other hand, squaring in old
physics is a convenience in search of accuracy and precision thing rather than a well
founded mathematical and physic-chemical derivation.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Universe ≡

Space Energy, E (P.E + K .E )
≡
Time
Matter, ∑ N

Geometry, Structure of Space
Power a Force a Energy

PV ≡ k

T
N

V
E
Space (3 D )
≡ hc λ ⇒
≡
⇒
k
N ≡M
Time
E
E ≡ mc 3 ⇒
≡ ccc ⇒ E ≡ (mc heat ) c const ,light (c wind )
m

T ⇒ E ≡ NP

(

)

Thank God for the Enlightenment!!!
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